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ELECTROPHILIC AND CYCLOADDITION REACTIONS 
OF 5-METHYLENE-2-NORBORNENE 
Abstract 
TOMMY LYNN BARUTH 
Under the superTision of Professor Edwin s .  Olson 
The 5-aethylene-2-norbornene system, which contains two double 
bonds of unequal energies, appears to be a unique tool which c an  
be used in distinguishing the two types of electrophilic an d  the two 
types of cycloaddition reactions. Previous experimental evidence 
endo --a>cb 
�� exo 
5-Methylene-2-Norbornene 
as well as the d.a.ta presented here show that electrophiles which 
form bridged, three-membered intermediates in their addition to ol.efins 
all attack at the higher energy endocyclic double bondo Electro-
philes which are not known to form bridged intermediates attack at 
the exocyclic double bond. In such cases the energy of the endo-
cyclic homoallylic, non-classical carbonium ion formed ma.y be the 
aost significant factor. Cycloaddit ion reactions can be distinguished 
in the same manner as the eleetrophilie additions. Concerted 
cycloaddition reactions attack at the endo double bond and two-step 
or highly asymmetrical cycloadditions react at the exo double bond. 
A brief discussion is also presented on the possible equilibriums a.nd 
rearrangements which could acc ompany these reactions. 
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HISTORICAL 
The primary purpose for conducting the experimental work involved 
in the formulation of this thesis was to examine the interactions 
between two non-conjugated double bonds during electrophilic and 
cycloaddition reactions. The history is divided into three parts; the 
first part dealing with interactions between non-adjacent carbons, the 
second part describing electrophilic addition characteristics of 
various electrophiles, and the third part examining cycloaddition 
reactions and the principles involved. 
I. INTERACTIONS OF NON-ADJACENT CARBCUS 
Some of the first established non-adjacent olefin-co.rboniwn ion 
interactions noted were in replacement reactions with cholesterolo It 
1 
was found that when Pc15, soc12, or SOC12 in pyridine was added to 
cholesterol, retention of configuration at C-3 was observed. An 
increase in reactivity was also displayed by a chlorine atom attached 
to c�3. The conclusion reached was that the c-5, c-6 double bond was 
polarized and interaction occurred between C-3 and C-5o Rate studies2 
of the acetolysis of cholesteryl p-toluenesulfonate revealed that the 
solvolysis was first-order with a rate 100 times that for the cyclo­
hexyl ester0 T�e driving force was believed to be furnished by partici­
pation of the double bond with the formation of an extended homoallylic 
carbonium ion (l) o 
2 
± 
1 
Since that discovery, much tine and .effort has been expended on 
determining how much interaction exists between the double bond and the 
developing carbonium ion and what the nature ia of the intermedi&te 
for��d. Th� norb.�rnenyl and benzcnorbornenyl systems were used �o a 
large extent in trying to ansi.�er these questions because of their fixed 
configurations. 
Sol volysis st u.d.l . 3 i Cc/; t..:L,i�1ol-� /� a er w re conducted on 
exo- and endo-norbornyl (2,4) and exo- and endo-norbornenyl (3;5) 
halides. Although the rates were run at different temperatures and 
different halides were used, a qualitative study showed the following 
rate relationship. Of principal importance shown here is that the 
'cbx >.cb_x 
> > 
2 4 s 
exo-compounds solvolyze at a faster yate than the corresponding endo­
compounds. The reaction products fro� the saturated norbornyl systems 
both showed the -OH attached at the exo-positiono The unsaturated 
J 
norbornenyl halides solvolyzed to a nortricyclyl system which aJ.so had 
the -OH group attached in the exo-position. Therefore, two of the 
> 
> 
ctz_OH 
> 
> 
reactions must have proceeded with carbon s�eleton rearrangemento The 
formation of the nortricyc1ic cor;1pound fro:n the norbornenyl systems 
showed that the double bond was involved in the overall reaction if not 
L'l the rate-determining stepo Two plausible mechanisms were suggested 
both of which give the exo-substituted derivative structurally. One 
could predict t�at the exo-conpound should solvolyze faster if either 
9f these mecha..�isms were followed. 
4 
Of cons iderable interest was the fact that the unsaturated systems 
solvolyzed at a slower rate tr.an the saturated systems. This is in 
direct contradiction to what takes place L11 the cholesterol system0 
The geometry of the double bond with regard to the developing carbonium 
ion center was examined. In ccolesterol , and other systems where 
interaction was known to occur, the carbonium ion is situated more 
nearly endwise to the double bond than in the case of the norbornenyl 
cation. However, later work4 showed that the unsaturated exo-
norbornenyl system, in fact, solvolyzed at a rate substantially higher 
than the saturated exo-norbornyl derivative. 
Further acetolysis rate studies4 showed that the exo-norbornenyl 
p-bromobenzenestQfonate reacted at a rate 7000 times the rate of the 
corresponding endo-norboi:nenyl. Th::s in.:�ica tes that the double bond 
provides consid.era1:,le driving force in the exo-isomer while the endo-
species reacts at a�rroxir.;ately the sa..�e speed as the rate of ionization. 
5 
Semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations (LCAO) were carried 
out5 on homoallylic (non-classical structures with an intervening 
methylene group) carbonium ions. For these calculations, the axis of 
the vacant p-orbital and the p-orbitals of the double bond were con-
sid.ered to lie in the sa."':le plane so that the intermediate bond would 
be of a nature between TT and cr. The results of the calculations 
showed that the l,J-overlap is great enough to be of chemical importance -
even at a c1-cJ bond distance of 2.5R. �reater stabilization was 
observed when interatomic distances were decreased. The intervening 
methylene group had very little effect on the amount of interaction. 
The foregoing data suggests that there can be considerable inter-
action between a non-adjacent double bond and a developing carbonitun 
ion. However, the nature of the intermediates formed remained to be 
elucidated. 
6 Tracer experiments were ca._rried out on the 2-norbornenyl cation 
in an attempt to distL�guish what form of intermediate existed in the 
reaction. Labels were introduced on c2 and CJ of· both exo- and erido­
norbornenyl-6-p-bromobenzenesulfonates. After acetolysis, J8% 
rearrangement in the norbornenyl product was observed from the exo­
species and 30% rearrangement in the case of the endo. The difference 
in the amount of skeletal change was attributed to the direct dis­
placement which occurred in the endo-portion (6-1o;;). The mechanism 
of the portion of the reaction leading to rearrangement was considered 
to be the same rega_rdless of the configuration of the starling material. 
(exo or endo). 
·. ;  
6 
. Because 50% rearrangement was not observed, Roberts and co-workers 
· believed that the intermediate would not be entirely symmetrical such 
as 6 but would probably be much like 7 which could be in equilibrium 
with 8. Intermediate 7 would not give a rearrangement product while 
tb tb 
6 7 
aJav>d:J < '�-
8 
8 would only yield a rearranged product. The possibility also exists 
of an equilibrium between the symmetrical species, 6, and an 
unsymmetrical adduct, 7 or 8. This possibility was given merit by 
a solvolysis study of exo-5-norborn-2-enyl-OBS, 9, and exo-2-nortri­
cyclyl-OBS, 10.7 The solvolysis products of these two compounds were 
the sarae, aJ.though much less of the unsaturated component was formed 
from nortricyclyl-O • Schmid suggests that unsynunetrical intermediaies 
d:IOBa-�> 
+ 
9 
+ 
10 (little) 
7 
such as 7 and a· are not the only ones involved.? If the reactions 
procee:l.ed through the unsymmetrical intermediates� tb� .proportions of 
products should have been identical for the two reactionso The nor-
bornenyl system is believed· to solvolyze through an unsymmetrical 
intermediate whereas the nortricyclyl system is thought to pass through 
the syr,unetrical species. 
The acetolysis8 of exo, cis-J-deuterionorbornen-2-yl p­
bromooonzenesulfonate (11) yielded the acetate with about .50-% 
11 
·of the deuterium at c7• However, extensive ion pair return resulting 
in formation of 7-deuterated OBS also takes place at a rate about 
12 times faster than the ·acetolysis. Therefore, one cannot tell if • 
the intermediate is, indeed, sy111.;netrical. 
AcO_ib 
�h 7 , 1 s�ecies has also been studied extensively to J. e -nor oorneny J:' 
determine the extent of deloca.lization between the double bond and the 
developing carbonium ion at the ?-position. In the saturated analog, 
the rate of solvolysis of the p-bromobenzenesulfonate is 10,000 times 
slower than that for n-butyl brosylate indicating extraordinary 
1.lllreactiveness of the 7-position.9 Therefore, one could predict that 
this system should have an extremely high sensitivity to factors 
promoting ionization. 
Anti-7-norbornenyl systems (12) undergo solvolysis reactions at 
a rate 10
11 
times faster than do the 7-norbo:rnyl systems (14)010 
Complete retention of configuration was observed in the reaction 
product indicating that the double bond not only enhanced the ioniza-
tion but i.llfluenced the formation of the product as well. Further 
12 14 15 
stud.ies
11 
involving some ?-substituted 7-norborne�yl p-nitrobenzoates 
4 
16 (a) and (b) , where rates are enhanced 40 a.�d J x 10 times the 
respective rates for the saturated 7-norbornyl analogs, show that the 
16 17 
8 
(a) Z .. � 
anchimeric assistance from the double bond is a function of the 
electron demand at the incipient carbonium ion center. Comparing 
the anti-7-norbornenyl (12) solvolysis12 rates with exo- and endo-
2-norbornenyl shows that the double bond facilitates solvolysis of 
9 
the 7-position by factors of 24 and 2 x 105 times, respectively0 This 
indicates that the double bond does participate in solvolysis at the 
?-position; even to a greater extent th�m at the 2-position. 
The correspo1:ding syn-isomer (13) has been shoim to sol volyze 10 7 
times slower than the anti-7-norbornen:.rl analot:;; (12)13 indicating that 
the double bond plays a much smaller role in this case. However, 
syn-?-norbornenyl systems still react 104 times faster than 7-norbornyl · 
systems which suggests that the double bond is important in forming 
the cation. 
7-Norbornadienyl derivatives (15), which have both syn- and anti-
double bonds, solvolyze at a rate greater than either the syn- or anti­
norbornenyl com.pounds.1.3 Rate studies show thc..t the ?-norbornadiene 
systems react io14 tin:es faster than the corresponding saturated ?­
norbornyl compoQ�d. This is a rate enhancement of 103 times faster 
than the anti-7-system and io10 tines faster than the syn-?-anaJ.og 
which indicates that both double 1::onds mu�t participate in the forma-
tion of the cation. 
The intermediates proposed for these reactions14 have been -derived from much experiroental work but are, in most cases, still 
quite controvers ial. Anti-7-norbornenyl compounds are thought to 
solvolyze through a sym..metrical intermediate (18 ) olO However, 
10 
another proposal15 suggested a rapidly equilibrating pair of tricyclic 
:fut > 
18 (a) 19 (b) 
classical ions 19 (a) and (b). The feud which developed from this 
difference of opinion m�y never be completely resolved, but inter-
mediate 18 seems to have developed wide-sprea.d usage. Experimental 
data which seems to point toward the symmetrical intermediate (!�) 
is that the placement of methyl groups in the . 2- and J-positions 
has cumulative rate-enhancing effects.16 
The syn-7-norbornenyl systems rearrange with �cetolysis producing 
bicyclo-(J.2.C)heptenyl acetatesolJ The intermediate suggested for 
this reaction is the bicycl'ic allylic cation shown in 20. 
20 
--: :.:-
11 
Ea.ny different intermediates have �en proposed for the solvolysis 
of 7-norbornadienyl derivatives. When the compound was first synthesized 
and initial solvolysis rate studies were run, thxee intermediates were 
17 
proposed as plausible; 21, 22, and 23. 
21 22 23 
18 . ( ) A short ti�e later, a nuclear magnetic resonance n.m.r. 
spectrum run on the intermediate showed four peaks which integrated for 
1121212. This spectrum implies interaction between c7 and at least one 
pair of olefinic carbons. The slight upfield shift of the c5 and c6 
hydrogens probably indicates only slight interaction of that double 
bond with c7• .An intermediate such as 21 was suggested. 
Later work19 on the 7-methyl-7-norbo:rnadienyl cation revealed 
that an unsJ�mnetrical int9rmediate exists at -45°c but that the vinyl 
proton signals coalesce at -14°c. 
0 
Above -5 C rearrangement occurs 
to the 2-methylnorc�rnadienyl cation. The chemic3.l shifts of the C -7 
and C2- J"ethyl iol'.S S'X;lports the view20 tl.at Bore positive Charge 
resides on the c2 and c3 atoms tha:1 on the c7• They also argue 
strongly a,gainst ths forr.:ation of rapidly eq_uilibratir..g tricyclic 
"classical" carboniun ions as was postulated for anti-7-norbornenyl 
cations, 19 (a) and (b). 
12 
Solvolysis studies were also run on exo- and endo-2-benzonorbor­
nenyl, syn- and anti-9-benzonorbornenyl, and syn- and anti-9-benzo­
norborna.d.ienyl compounds. As a general rule, these compounds have an 
x 
exo 1500011 
> 
anti 240011 •Yll 
> 
ayn 100011 anti 
opposition to ionization2J because the aromatic ring resists the 
strain imposed by the bicycloheptene during bond movements. However, 
if this opposition were cancelled out, the aromatic ring would be 
al.most identical to the double bond in its ability to assist ioniza­
tion at the 2-position. The benzene ring is vastly inferior to the 
double bond in assisting ionization at c7 because the intermediate 
needed would have to develop from a realignment of the atomic orbitals 
causing complete absorbance of a double bond but loss of some aromatic 
stabil.ization energy. 
lJ 
The intermediates fo�ed in the solvolysis of the benzonorbor-
nenyl compounds correspond to those produced from the similar norbor-
nenyl analogs. The symmetrical non-classical structures are again 
favored because placing substituents on the 6- and 7-positions of the 
benzene ring has a cumulative effect on the rate of solvolysis024 
?Tow that we have e:x:anined some interactions between non-adjacent 
double bonds and developing carboniurn ions, let us focus our attention 
on the interaction of non-adjacent double bonds in norbornyl systems. 
Two compounds of inte�est are norbornadiene and 5-methylene-2-
norbornene because each has two double bonds although the orienta-
tion of the double bonds with regard to each other is different. In 
norbornadiene (24)P the double bonds lie side-by-side; where in ;­
methylene-2-norbornene (25), they are more nearly end-to-end. 
24 
cb 
25 .� 
In norbornad.iene (24), interaction between the double bonds in 
the excited state is sugGested by comparing its ultraviolet absorption 
26 ·spectrum with that of nor1ornene and that of butadiene. Nor'bornene 
shows a.11 absorption at 195 nm, butadiene at 210, and norbornadiene 
at 211 with considerable fine-splitting between 226 and 199 nm. 
Semi-emperical �olecular orbital calculations were conducted25 
on norbornadiene to determine the amount of interaction between the 
olefinic groups in the ground state and in the first excited state. 
269609 - �-· · . ...... - t. ""'"' 
The calculations were made using three different wave-mechanical 
methods; the simple Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO)p 
and the more refined methods of Pariser-Parr and Longuet-Higgins0 
The LCAO method used ignored configuration interaction and specific 
electron repulsion while the more refined procedures accotmted for 
the electron spin and included specific terms for electron-electron 
repulsions. 
14 
The ground state for norbornadiene is described�5 by all three· 
of the met!'x)ds to have no c2-c6 bond order between the double bonds. 
Experimental heats of hydrogenation observed for this compound aJ.so 
gave no indication of homoconjugative stabilization. For the lowest 
excited state, the refined molecular orbital calculations predicted 
an energy transition at 2.14 nm which is very close to the observed 
absorption at 211 nm. Because of this quantitative agreement, these 
methods were believed to provide a reasonably accurate description 
of the rr-electron interactions. A bond order of approximately 0.12 
was calculated to exist between the double bonds in the excited state. 
Extended Huckel (EH) M.O. calculations26 agree with these results 
indicatinc interaction between the double bonds of the excited state. 0 
The E.H. caJ.culations show that the erstwhile degenerate rr-bonding 
orbitals are split by o.4JeV. Photoelectron spectroscopy varifies 
the splitting but gives a much larger value, o.85ev, to the energy 
difference between the two n-bonding orbitals. 
Very little effort seens to have been directed toward investigat-
ing the 5-methylene-2-.norbornene system. However, a comparison of the 
ultraviolet27 absorption spectra of norbornene (195 run) , 2-methylene 
norbornene (195 run), a."'ld 5-methylene-2-norbornene (207 IL�) reveals 
that interaction may also occur between these two double bonds. 
15 
Reactions of 5-methylene-2-norbornene indicate honoconjugative inter-
action similar to that observed in norbornadiene. Therefore, one 
might expect a bond order between c2 and c6 of approximately the 
sa.me magnitude as in the case of norbornadiene. 
II. EIECTRC?HILIC ADDITIONS 
Even though a great deal of work has been carried out trying 
to determine the mechanism of electrophilic additions to olefins, 
no one mechanism has been found which encompasses all of these 
reactions. Generally, one utilizes a bridged intermediate (26) for 
some reactions and a carbonium ion intermediate (27) for most of the 
E , \ 
/ + \ 
' / \ _:c'-- ---� 
26 
E I + -c,--- !"'I.,,.. I :,,........_ 
27 
other reactions • . However, for "borderline" electrophiles, those 
which would form "oniwn" ions (26) of intermediate stability, one may 
choose to use either of these intermediates or a combination of the two. 
In the next portion we will examine some typicaJ. electrophiles 
and the mechanisms proposed for their additions to olefinso 
Proton Additions 
The mechanism for the protonation of olefins is still not 
completely understood. Rate studies conducted on the acid-catalyzed 
hydration of olefins followed ::ar�mett' s acidity fact·:)r, H , more 0 
closely th:--� [H{>], th(� concentration cf t:1e hydronium ion0 28 This 
implied, on the basis of the Hanmett-Zucker hypothesis" that the 
reaction must br:: specific-2,cid cataJ.yzecl and the follovd.ng mechanism 
was proposed. 
' p - ,..,,.., + � ·� 
+ H 
�-6- + I 
+ !LO -z I I -c--c-1 I 
.... + J!. < 
<: 
< 
k 1. 
kq 
L. 
r, ... . 0 I -
k4 
> 
> 
> 
> 
+:i:?O H 
·- I I -c-c-1 I 
HO H -�-?- + 
Studies wer0 then carried out to dete:rrai11e the slow-step o:f 
16 
the reaction. Equilibrilm.S J and 4 were eliminated because the rate Qf 
• • • • , .l. 29, 30 , several times t:1e re.ta at r:..:uch it c .. £(' .. ycL�· ... E:-d snowing that the 
free en.CT£:Y of tl:i:; tcar:.s2:tj.,J!1 s·ta te cetrreen c2,rbo:1:.um ion and olefin 
mt�t be g::.:·c--?.ter t!-12-ll Ue t 'lx'tween carl1oniu.n ion e.n�- 2,lcohol. The 
for i..�.tion of the cc1Ybonii_u-.1 ion was folLY!d .!co 1.Je ir:r:eversi1)le31 when 
h�ld.ration o-Z 2-:11eti1�rl-l-'"uutene or 2-net�:yl-2-b ri;.ene was stopped 
after 5c;,� reset ion and !� '.)t:c of the oP.er i�;;o-::cr was cetectecl. If' 
the �ate-detcrninfr;:: transi-tion state occm ... rcd after the carbonium 
. . .  _ Therefore, the proton transfer must be the slow step of the 
reaction which would imply general-acid catalysis. Solvolysis 
isotope effect studies involving deuterated water also suggest 
general-acid catalysis.32 However, the entropy of activation in the 
hydration of the olefins was found to be quite small indicating only 
a slight increase of organization in the transition state, or a 
28 
tm.imolecular isomerization. Bimolecular transition states, which 
1.7 
a generaJ.-acid ca�alyzed reaction would involve , generally have quite 
a large entropy.of activation. Thus, equilibrium 2 was chosen as the 
slow step32 since general-acid catalysis had not been directly 
obaerved by kinetics. 
General-acid catalysis was established for protonation of double 
bonds by the formate buffered hydration of p-methoxy-a.-methylstyrene. 
This implied that one molecule of water was needed in the rate­
determining step.33 The acidity dependence for the reaction was 
found to be approximately halfway between H0 and HR_ based on an 
aniliniuru ion and a carbonium ion equilibr
ium, respectively. 34 
It was also suggested that the slope of the linep -o.6, obtained 
from the plot of log k, vs F� was typical for bim.�lecular reactions 
with water in the transition state. The caJ.culated Bronsted ex. of 
o.42 implies that the proton is 42% transferred to the olefin from 
the acid in the transition'state.J5 It was suggestedJ4 that the 
transition state resembled a carbonium ion more than an encwnbered 
carboniwn ioh which was postulated by Taft to explain general-acid 
catalysis.29 
The existence of the initial TI-complex proposed has never been 
proven. However, n-complexes are thought to occur when the carbon-
18 
+ + J6 electrophile bond is weak, such as in the cases of C-Br and C-I • 
Their existence is also favorable in nonpolar solvents or when unstable 
carbonium ions would form. In polar solventsp however, or when a 
carbonium ion can be stabilized by substituents or by delocalization, 
no n-complex should form. Semi-empirical self-consistent field 
molecular orbital calculations37 show that the n-complex species, 
formed by protonation of ethylene, is less stable than the ff open" 
carboniurn ion by 9 kcal/mole. 
H.ydrogen F.aJ.ide Additions 
The existence of a bridged n-complex (28) in the hydrogen halide 
addition to olefins is based largely upon the observation of 
,..,,... 
tr;:-i.�1 s-a.C.d it:.. a:i 1)f""'QC..� I·�+ C, ;, .I ... - _,..,";,,,J._. Eowevt.·r, stur1ies shm.red th-3.t 
tHO 02:' i·10re .:-:r-1 .. _� C ' ' , �_.f=: c·"." +no hydrogen ' ,::il �r" ' �1 · s+ be r e t • t• 'J L:.L _ ·.:. .., l·-· '. .•. "�J... 1t' •. L-L .., �)- s<:;n in ne 
s c'.:"} of t>:-
b.dica:t�s t:� t :10 _:_11terconversio:i of oh�flns occm�s and, wi tr· the 
exce_:?tion of sty-..:ene, Y".o deute:ci>)rn frora t=:e sol vent is incorioi·a.tBd 
41 4? L:.J h1to tbe oh)f::n. ' _, · T:1i3 seens to �ule out the fornation of 
a TT-co n1)lex .as the rate d termining step al though the transition state 
aa.y still oo·cu-r via icn-prlrs (29) or from simultaneous electrophllic 
and nucleophilic attack (JO). 
E x-
l+ 
I ,.J _ ---- .... --- 1... ·� ........ I 29 
\/_ - _;._ - �x-
+ � 1 H- - -��- - -('\ 
JO 
'i'he r.t('Cf!Ec!li.sm in vol vin:.:; si!rnil ta�eous attack by the electrophile 
and nucleo;!-i:i.le lfc.s J:ulecl oEt ceca.USf=.! of t'.1� rea.r:rangement Hhich 
• ... ... ., J • 1 ., l 4L� OCCl.UTed when It/dro�;r:>n cr.lo�'.::..r.:.:."'.; ; .. ;c.,s 2.l� .... . ) ' l �o iso;>ro.;_..y ��-r,·r:.�r ene. 
+ ECl 
!.1� to t-out�rletr:�rlen.-•. � �t Has :::'d t ��!&.t this :.ycl:dd.e mi[;ra.tion could 
O!�ly evcl ve f:�·m: a c�.:t:bon:i.u1 io�o 71--.erefo!.�e, a, r.�echc.nism in vol virrg 
an 
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mechanism invol ving a carbonL�ra ion ( 29} .  The products obtained from 
the addition in acetic acid stowed a muc }-. l ower ?1 . rat io ( O , J) tban v�;.c-. . 46 was observed frorii t-bu:cyl athyl e n e  (.----2 )  :;.nd styrene (""' l J) o Tl-iis 
product ratio wa.s found to be largely G.ependent upon the concentrat ion 
of d issoc iated c hl ori,ie ion in tf:e case of cyclohexene whereas the Cl -
concentrat ion pl ayed a muc h small er role in t he case s  of t-butyl ethyl ene 
and styrene . ?urtbermore , t he chl oride ion c oncentrat ion Wc-s fou_'l'ld to 
be assoc iated with the amount of stereospecif ic trans-addition observed 
4? with cycl ohexene . ' 
Therefore , hydrogen hal ide a.c�dition to ol efins was ;iroposed to 
proceed by e ither of two mec hanis�s d epending on the nature of the 
alkene . 47 One of the me chanisms involves the formation of a carbonium 
ion interiT.ediate (29) whil e the other mec hanism involves simultaneous 
el ectrophil ic and nucl e ophil ic attack ( JO ) , 
I • .)=� + HCl 
Ir.)=e( + HCl + 
Cl
-
H + I Sl ow >,;c----.;-
HC"1.C I 
H I I - c- 6 -, I - _f' c'1-
Cl � or 
Cl H I I -->� -c - c - + 
Cl 
� 
I I 
H 
- 6- t -, _ I 
Cl 
H I I -c- c -
1 I OAC 
:t 
-b-6-1 I 
OAC 
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In the first mechanism, only �-hydrohalogenation should occur 
along with the forr.f'lation of some trans-alkylacetate product . In the 
second mechanism, excl us ive trans-addition products should form 
although a very small amount of 2.1§,-adducts may appear because of the 
molecular addition of hydrogen chloride. 
Halogen Add i�ion a 
The halogenat ion of olefins has been established as an electro­
philic addition by the effect various substituents have on the rate .48 
Electron-donating groups enhance the rate of reaction while electron-
withdrawing substituents retard the rate . Prel iminary work by 
49 50 . 
Bartlett and Tarbell ' reveal ed that the first step of the reaction 
producod a negative halide ion and a positive organic ion . The 
stereochemistriJ of the hal oeenat ion additions was known to be ge�erally 
trans.51 and kinet ic studies indicated that the reaction was first 
order in olefin and first order in halogen o 52 Therefore , a symmetrical, 
bridged intermediate (Jl ) was proposed . 50 The stereospe c ific ity 
of the reaction was then explained by the " configuration holding" 
effect of the el ectrophil ic hal ogen . The nucleophile , whether 1Jal.ide 
or solvent , would then only be able to attack the positive organic 
ion from the s ide opposite the electrophilic halogen (J2 ) o The 
mechanism involves initial n-complex fornation (31 )  which dissociates 
5J 
to an ion-pair in the rate-determining step . 
x 
I 
I x I '\ I + ' 
Cl_ - -� --- 1.. 
31 
x / ' 
/ ' . cf- - --b 
' /  y 
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The propens ity for britleing or the stabil ity of the three-
membered inter::nediat e  formed by each hal ide c an  be determined by 
22 
the exten-� of pa:et ic ipa-t ion in the sol volys is of cr-neighboring 
54 groul?s . Tr�. 'l��-conficJra,t 1•Jr:. o-: ! .2.lo0en to leaving group was found 
to be f.s.vored for naximw.1 pa:rtici1'ation , These studie s ,  invol vL�...g 
t::!'.'2,ns-cycl ohexyl p-brol:1obense1:esulfor..ate hal ides, cl so revealed that 
iod ine part icip::i.ted to c, grea te!:' extent than brom ine which, in turn, 
particlpated more thB..n c hl orlne . A st uc1y concerning 1-+2 ha.l o6en 
shifts in ca.rbonium ion intei"mediates agrees with this by showing 
iodine > bromine > cltlori�1e in shift ing a"u� 1 ity, 55 
Thus , one would � xpe ct the iodonilu:1 ion to be more stable than 
the bromoniur.1 ion which woi.ild be more stable than the chl oronium 
ion o Low ·�er,12 .:.c-ature ::!·Jt studies we1�e c onc_l:cted on each of the 
... I' 
possible "oniu;. " ions . :;o De sbicldi.n[; of t�1e t etl"e.r·wthyl ethylene 
..!.. + protons incre2.;.;eJ in c;oilJ� fi·oi-a I � Cl L-:C:::.catir:.g nore posit ive 
cb.arc;e exi s t s  on t!1e carbon in the case of the c bl oronium iono 
23 
X = Cl , Er, I 
At -6ec , c hl orin -e ,  bro ine , and iodine eac h showed a stable "oniwa" 
ion. Fl uorine , on the other hand , existed as rapidly equilibrating 
classical carbonilL1l ions which s ugge sts it to be a poor brid[:;ing group. 
F 
> < 
A stable bromonium ion was t ho�ht to have been isolated when 
bromine was ad ed to a carbon tetrachl oride sol ut ion of adama.ntylidene­
adam.a.ntane . 57 The yellowish sol id produced could not be recxystallized 
from polar sol ve nt s .  Because i t  was insoluble in non-polar solvents, 
it was believed to be a silt . In:frared and mass spectrographic data 
suggest a structure such as 33. 
33 
The 1 , 2-addition of bro�ine to piperiJlene showed the react ion 
to be stereoselect ive ; occurri11£j prefex-er..t ially at the less-
� 
bs · ru1er .r The ini titl st en of su ti tuted double bond in a i:. r2.::;.s-�.la! • -'=' 
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the addition seeRed to be the format ion of the n-complex as occurred 
in mono-ol efins . �he high portion of 1 , 2-audition indicate s  that the 
init ial b!'.'idgecl internediate must 1:€ q_uite sta1:1e .  
When the double bond at which addit ion occurs i s  conjugated 
with a cont inuine ur..saturated center, styrene , fer exampl e ,  £!!-addition 
occurs prad�minantly • .58 This is explained by the fact that the carbonium 
ion center forI.lecl is c onjugated with the lUlsaturated system, thus 
lowering its energy with respect to the cycl ic "onitun" ion . 
+ x 
�?-9-H 
LSJ · H H 
The attacking nucleophile can then attack the carbonium ion ·from 
either of the two sides . The steric hindrance of the phenyl group 
may cause the nucl eophil e t o  attack from the same direction as the 
electrophile �-ieldi.rig .£1_§,-addi tion products or a racemic mixture if 
bond rotation occurs. 
The solvent al so plays a role i."1 determinins the nature of the 
reaction inter:I:ec Ua te . 37 As sol ve!1t pol2,ri ty increases, the stereo-
s:pe c ifici ty ciec:r:e c:.se s b2c1.use p�la.r sol vents i.11duce polar inter:-�ediates .  
Tl · t .. ,... b t i ·  t .t:' "'� "'t ..... " o": � l1·1"': 0 +ype _.1, nte1 ... m. ed.J..� a+.e s ,  1us , in he a os enc e o ::.  su s · -c.uen 8.L l: t:: t,.; .::.J ' .1. ... ...... - 1 1 '"' - •" ... 
where t _e cr.tar�e is spread o ver th:·ee J. tons , would be expected to exist 
in non-polar s ol vents w!�e:t"'eas classical ca.l'boni lL'il ions , with tl:e 
cbarge o::i only one a toni, should pred.o:ni!la te in polar sol vents . 
Extended Et:ckel mol ec ular orbital ct.!.l culations37 were carried 
out to d t · t i.. n?_+ l1_-re of the L'1.t cr:::1ediate formed from t he e e rr::ine l!� . '"' 
halogenation of ethyl ene , T!"le re sults of these caJ.cula.tions also 
show that iodine is the best bridging group followed by bronL�e 
25 
and then c hlorine , A bridged intermediate was cal culated to be high­
ly unl ikely in the case of fluorine . 
Sulfur Addi ti on s 
S ul fur addition to olefins was believed to involve hemolyt ic , 
free radical � attack because oxygen tended to act as a biraclical . 59 
However, the relative rates of reaction were observed to increase 
with greater electron-rel ease to the reaction center by the olefinic 
substituents . 6 0  Also , the react ions were accele�ated by increasing 
the polar character of the mediwn o Therefore , the addition of sulfur 
to ol efins was establ ished as an el ectrophil ic addition . 
!1�uch of our knowledge of electrophil ic sulfur additions and the 
61 intermediates involved comes from s�l fenyl hal ide addit ions to olefins . 
Kinetic studies involving addition of 2 , 4-dinitrobenz enesulfenyl . 62 63 . chloride to styrene and cycl ohexene showed the .addition to be 
second order . Addition of sodium perchlorate to the reaction increased 
the rate which indicated the rate-determining transition state was form-
· ed in the initial step . 
64 
The stereochernistry of t he addition is al most exclusively trans . 
This was taken as evidence for a cycl ic episulfonium ion intermediate 
(34) where the sulfur is bonded to both carbons until the nucl e ophile 
/�\ "-..... 1 Nu 
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attacks fron the opposite clir.e ction and completes the addition 0  The 
cycl ic episulfon i wn lo11 interr.1erliate theory was strengther:ed when n-. ... 
chl orobenzenesulphen�,·l chlor.!.de was added to cis and ti'an.s'.""'2-butene . 65 
E.xcl usive ·cr2.ns ac.dition products ;�e:ee obser;ed. in both cases ; e ven 
over a wide te�2ar�tt��e ranGe • If an open carboniwn ion existed as the 
intermediate , then tte 2�ct ivat ion ener.:;y fo:r rotat ion must be the same 
as the activat ion enerc:' for c !J. oi"i e ion attack . Further evidence 
which was believed to iVi:ply a cycl ic intermediate comes from methane-
66 and 'benz�nr-.! sul fenyl c:uo:i::-_cle ac:� it ion to l , J-diene s .  1 , 2-.Addition 
was observed. which i�as follo'Ued by post-i�ott.erization to the thermo-
dy-namically more stabl e l , L� products . The l ack of 1 , 4-adducts in the 
init ially formed products indicated. a carbonirnn ion wa.s ·not formed . 
Also, c�nzenesulfenyl cb1 oridc products had l ittl e or no propensity 
to rearrange to the 1 , 4  adducts . This was attributed to the electron-
withcira;vri..'11$ effect of -Che benzene ring which lowered the availabil ity 
of the unshared elec trons on sulfur for anchineric assistance in the 
mie;rat ion. 
A detail ed study of sul fenyl h2i ide addition to ol efins sugsested 
that no sine>le mec Lci.nis . .  would encoi.,pa.ss all tte reactions .  6 7  Rather, 
it see med 2,,s if the subst i tn�nts on the ol efin 021d the sul;fenyl 
chl oride influenced tb� cour.:;e of react ion . Eoth el ectronic and. steric 
factors play a rol e in J�: 2e for!!c.·.t ion of the products . 
subst ituted teriillnal oh�fins yielded anti-!·:ar�ownH:off products which 
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68 rearraneed to the more s tabl e D:.rkowni:<off adducts . El e ctronic 
effects o� the ol efin would strive to forn r :arkownikoff addit ion 
products, se, ap:parently, the · epi.s.ulfonium ion ring opening could ·not 
be predicted from el ectronic e ffe cts , This would signify t hat l ittle 
charge is devel oped on carbon and that steric factors control the 
formation of the products . Other ol efi!ls which are electronically 
biased, i . e . P styTene , fo�cm i·iar}:ownH:off addition products o However, 
as in the case of 1 , 1 -diphenyl ethylene , where electroni c and steric 
effects both exist in high rn2.�itut1e , 67 co!:1petition may exist yieldin� 
both the Harkownikoff and the _ ant i-! arkownikoff adducts . This 
pheno:nenon al so supports t he brid0ed ion intermediate the o ry .  
Con ju5ated ol efins react with sul fenyl c hloride t o  give 
Earkouni�off addit i on adducts . 6 9  This is explained by the abil ity to 
del oca.l ize the positive chai��e on the allyl ic carbon. El ectronegative 
substituents on the olefin, particularily those with carbonyl groups , 
al so favor formation of l·:1rkownikoff prod ucts because the incoming 
nucleophil e  can form partial bond.s with the a.-carbo.n and the carbonyl 
R 
I . s L ' ,  c+ c + R ' !"'I _____ r =-=--= 0 -
2 \ ; "' 0 
\ 
\ I / 
\ I \ 
y -. .. 0 
I 
R l+ i:;) 
c +  / ""'  R c c - c === o 2 't x 
cat"�n. It. may al so 00 that the elcctron-wi thdrawing effect of the 
carbonyl group may si:.._?lY stci."bil ize the adjact:nt carbon toward at.tack 
from the nucl eophil c . 
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S ubstituents bonded to sulfur play a similar rol e in in..i.-CJ.uencing 
the orientation of t he product s , 67 El ectron-donating groups in the 
para position of 2-n itro-4-benzene sulfenyl chloride systems accel erate 
the rate of reaction with ol efins70 by stabil iz ing the positive c harge 
which develops on sulfur, .Anti-Earkownikoff adducts may form from 
these cycl ic intermediates . Electron-withdrawing groups bonded to the 
sulfur destabil ize cycl ic intermediates and l ead to carbonium ion . 
ft • 6 7 :z: ormation . Earko1miJ:off addition products result .  
In an att e:m,?t t o  determine the relative stabil ity o f  the cycl ic 
sulfonium ion intermediate ,  optically active 2 , 2-dimethyl - J , 4-heY..adien-
1-ol was reacted with 2 , 4-dinitrobenzene sulfenyl chl oride and with 
bromine . 71  If a stable cycl ic inter;;-icc1iate existed, then opt ically 
active �rod ucts sl ould result . A racemic mixture , however, would form 
f�om a carbonium ion intermediate , Resul ts showed an optically active 
product formed fro1!1 s ulfei.1�--1 chlor�. �e aclU.i tion whereas brominat ion 
yielded a racemic mixture . Thus , sulfur forns a rtore stabl e bridged 
intermediate than bromine o 
Holecula:r: orbital cal culations37 al so show the intermediate formed 
in sulfenyl halide addition to olefir� to be a syrrimetricaJ. p  three­
membered cyclic species . S ubst itt�ents which create a greater positive 
chare;e on carbon were calculated. to destabil ize the epis1.llfonimn ion 
intermediate ,  
Oxymercurat i 0n 1  
The oxyiaerc uration of ol efins has been stu
died since the begi..'tl!ling 
of the 20th Century when it was found t hat , of all the metall ic salts ,  
mercury forme1 the �ost stabl e  addit ion adducts with unsaturated sub­
strates . 72 Kineti c  stu·-ic s  indicated t ha.t the oxymercurati on o f  
ol efins was s e c or..d ord er ; first order in ol efin and first order in 
mE=rc uric s al t  al though tr e ol efin a:id its su!Jstrates hel ped to 
29 
det ermine the SI1eed of t!·;e  reaction . T::-a�s-ol efins were :found to react 
slower t�an the �-iso:riP.��s7J and el ect:ronegat ive substituents 
hindered and , in s O I!1e cases , prevented adii tiono 
A cycl ic in�ermediate (J.5 )  was propose'� to exist in the reaction 
mechanism becat.se the oxy rr.erc uration of ol efins yielded nearly 
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72 
excl usive trc.. :1s-ad d.itio�1 products o Fur�l-..er evid.�nce for a cycl ic 
intermecliate resul ted fro:n the a:':.clitio:·1S to 1 ,  J-butadiene and iso-
]?rene . 75 T!1e ]rod ucts cht�ined were the s2.turatecl heterol ogs resulting 
fro;n separate I-:arkown �Trnf� 1, 2-ado.i tion to each doubl e liond . 
+ 
EgO.:...c H CH H 
�:r(r · c ) � : :-b- t-6-6-:-r 
· -u  �n- 2 I I I I oe ,.r ,.._ ... .Ac E .[! r. n0v 
Extensive studies of the me chanism of oxy.:1ercuration were begun 
after observing an exo-� r.rotluct from the addition to norbornene . ?S 
JO 
+ 
The pre viousl y proposed inter111ediate should have g iven a tra.ns-
addit ion add uc t s o  it was ,_el ieved that other factors must have a.I tered 
the c ourse of the reaction .  The me chanisn proposed for the oxymercura­
t ion of norbo:rnene77 consists of format ion of an initial n-compl ex by 
displacement of one of the l igands on mercury with ul t imate front-
s ide openine by l igand migYat ion or ion-pair collapse . Normal back-
> 
cb--;EL 1 � / I n-
, : -�) L 
n-1 . 
- - -L 
j6 
s ide attack by the s ol vent , as occurs in unstrained olefins , was 
0 
sugge sted to be tL"'ll ikel y since it would require a JO · twist about 
the C--C axis . A stra ined ol efin, such as noruornene , would prevent 
such a twist . 
The nucl eopbilic ity of the solvent was also suggested to be a 
deciding factor in produc t deterninat ion . 78 �vidence of this was 
shown when d ibenzo bicycl o ( 2 . 2 . 2)  octatriene was reacted with 
79 mercuric acetate in acetic ac id and in aqueous ac etone o In t he 
less nucleo;>hil ic acet ic ac id solvent 11 only the £i§_-addit ion adduct 
+ HOAc> 
+ 
was formed ; however, bot h  cis- and trans-products resul ted from the 
addition in aque ous acetone . 
Prod uct stere ochemistry was al so found to be dependent upon the 
80 
l ie;a�nds attached to the mercury. If the l igand is highly el ectro-
negative , a great deal of pos itive chare;e forms on the adjacent carbon 
atom . This carboniwn ion c haracter tends to reduce the stereo-
spec ific ity of t he react ion toward excl usive trans-addit ion o 
The nature of the transition state involved in the oxymercura-
tion of ol e fins has been a c ontroversial issue for several years . 
Exclusive Earkowniirnff addition products suc;gests much carbonium 
ion character must be pre sent in the p�oduct-determining step of the 
81 reaction . However, a ca.rbonium ion intermediate can be el iminated 
because no rearrangement occurs from the addition to J , J-dimethyl -1 -
82 �6 
butene or norbornene 0 f However , a considerabl e amount of posit ive 
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resd ts 
+ 
The existence of a bri�6�d 
es ta bl :..s �,c..:cl. o an 
chloride g i  Vf� s tl"'.l- t,J::: � : f: -�·.:.�od t ct i:r;. whlc£1 t>c be::z osulfer...yl ca.tion 
1"1 -
ad.dei fycm tbe cr.r:; o d.ir':)ct ion . � .J  I: a cycl lc mercurinium ion were 
in vol ver1 i-'11 t'.-le cLC. i t icn , c:l�' i rould cx:;>ect to 0 btain the s2.me stereo-
addition . The i h}ort2.r:.ce of a r:wrc uriniu_j . 2..on , if forncd, was studicc: 
It w�s fel t tt�t if forLla-
;rocuct 
...L " ... , .. J. ., ""' ....../ ,..,, ..,, _ 4t.J v -'- '- ', ... l , -
O
HgOAc Path A > 
'-OH H+ 
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OOOIJ 
HgOAc 
C
�
OH OCFJ 
Cf 0�� H3 NaBH4 � HgOAc 
compared to l e s s  than 1% of the methoxycycl ohexane . adduct . It was 
fel t ,  then, that. if a nerc urinitun ion did form , it merely represented 
a "shall ow well " between the reactants and the transition state o They 
suggest that the rate-determining step was the format ion of an inter-
mediate ·(37) in wh ic h tr.ere would be simultaneous el ectrophil ic 
and nucleophil ic attack . 
I 
I 
HgX I 
+ ' - -- c - -------c -
37 
I 
I 
I HOR 
Evidence sllge;estin� tl:e existence of a mercurinium ion was 
shown by the products forned from th� oY,yiTi.ercuration of 4-tert-butyl­
l-cycl ohexen.,.-1 com:p01 mrl s , e? The sa!:!e products were obtained :from the 
�+ Hg(OAc)2 
�o 
THF 
r---.> �OAc 7 v---in•- + � 41% HgOAc 4B% H 
) 
bromination of these compounG.s whereas addition of ru3r g2.ve the syn-
and anti.,.. AdZJ prod ucts . It was su.:;�ested tha.t tlie oxymerc ura.tion 
proceeded b�r the fc:;..st9  revers i c·le fori�a t lon of a mercurinium ion 
which could then be opane1 1:.-y tr<1.-: s-a ttac;,: o p  tl -.e nucleorJhil6 to 
give the d ia.xiaJ. prodvcts 0 In the case of the 4-tert-butyl-1-
methyl cycl ohexene , o:r1 y one product was for.med 'because the formation 
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Of the ot!--.er exr�cted. _ p:-cduct H0 1--Ll d r0(1 , l �  -rp .. "'1 _  .... _ _  f: i  ther an &.nti-I- :arkowniko::'f 
�everal i::�s tan e r:- �  h�_ve (.;i:jen re_p�rt2·:1 <2.eal � -r.�g with spectrosco:pic 
This report 
was later deteruined to b3 i!lco:.:-.ccct , ·:· 9 r :ore rece!ltly, however,  Olah 
and Cl i£'ford c.nno-...u1ced t'.'.-le r:lis -� ove · :' 0-.: a mercury COT!!plex of cycl o-
hexene fr0·n the : ;1 �� s.;:iE:: ctru..  o� a sol ution a.t -6o0c . They al so 
reported si;-;:ilar co. 11.fl oxes w it;! 1 ,  2- •] in:;thy l -l:thJlene , no:r.:·bornene , 
01 and ethyl e!!e ' - at l o�·J to! :lI 38-�U,_'f.:·� o  
The interr!er:, i[·,/c0 f or::.erl in the r<:�.te-d eterni::.ing step of the 
oxyrnercur.:tt ion of ol efins is st ill u.!l<J c ii':i.ed , Several intermediates 
have beon proposed 1 a bridc;ed riercurinium ion (J.5) , a carbonii..u-:i ion,  
a fo ur-center reaction bter:·ie . i2.te ( ;G ) ,  c.md a s imul taneous electro-
phil ic-nucl eophil ic attack inte:rmedj.ate (37) . �x:perimental evidence 
indicates that form2,t ion of e itt:er of t1:e first two independently is 
unl ikely, :-:owe ver, 
unl ikely. Ir.. t h �.s 
would t·f'side on t:1'.:! 
� � .. _., ,...,.. 
·1 �� ' 
' ......, ......... _ ,r-1 --- 1 .... J ' I � " n  ) -
cha�ge 
r-. r .... -,, --(""' ,.' '- '-- · - - ...I • •  2,t o .!1 which co �Jlc. l'e stabiliz ed 
by the substituents bond ed to tr�t atom a.nc by the non-bondi!1g el€ ctrons 
on the v1erciz�r aton .  This typ� o f  intermedia.te would tend to hold tbe 
configuration fro� c harge del oc2l iz2tion and give consid erabl e a-bond 
character to th� trans ition sta.t& . 80 Evidence for this ty?e of 
unsym_11etrical int en1ediate was presented by Broun and Kawakami 84 to 
explain the exo-c !.s a.dclition 2rod12ct obtai1:ed from t!i.e oxymercuration 
of 7, 7-di@et�.yl noroorne:r�e . 
Extended Hud:el r:ol ecuJ.ar orbital cal c ul at ions)? indicate that 
oxymercurat ion of ol e fins proceeds to a syn:.T.etrical n-c ompl ex (35) 
which readily polariz e s  to the v.?isy1mnet:rical form (38 )  with develop!.ng 
�ositiire charge on t h9 adj2.cent carbon atom . The calculations show 
that l ittle ener3y i s  needed to ;nove the r.1ercuric sa.l t al ong the C-C 
axis in formir.g the unsym::etrical intermediate frore the symmetri cal 
intermediate .  
Epoxidat ion Reactions s 
The epoxida tion of ol efins by peroxy ac ids has been f.ound · to be 
an electrophil ic 2.dd.i tion which is first order in olefin and f irst 
order in 2,c id , 93 One of the first mecbanis:ns ::proposed for the add.i-
94 tion invol veC. free h:;rdroxyl cations . Eowever, an ionic react ion 
+ 
OH 
+ >===< ' +  I OP > C -- C-· - / I 
such as this was renclered as highly unl ikely because tl�e rate of 
epoxidation was found to be faster in benz ene than in ether. 95 
. 96 Bartl ett s .t�c;e sted a mechanism w:--. re by a mole c ul e . of the 
P•.:.. rac ia..� ;; tt� . c � ; c. t£-. t-� c" o u".-.1 o ,__o ·t: ·.:i.... . '7''-- i - M � ,.,. i- an � · t h t h  _ � v. - �  _ _ _ 1..· _, _ i .  ;:;; J . , >;; •..;; . i  • .L.sn a.crees wi . .e 
',./ /o......_G_,.,.P. '-" 
" + 0 � c " /· / '  E/ 
� 
,./ /('�_, /rt 
f 'rf :l I .,... ' v c,,. \ / / \ \., T/ c 
'-/ c� . .,/� ._,""' '-' � yv + I � /'--\.. · �/v l1 
findi..rigs of :Ba.c1c;er97 uhe!'l he sugs�.::sted that por'benzoic ac id acts as 
a "double bond a.:ent " in the.t it attnckfi the double bond not one of 
the constitutin3 car .ons o 
In ord.er to 9stabl ish t !12..t tl-:3 r1 tolec ular mecha,nism pro:posed by 
Bartlett codd , indet:rl 11 be tho nv:;cl�an ism of epoxidat ion , rates of 
epoxidation of va::cious ol efins by suhsti tuted pei�cenz oic acids were 
reported 11 9.5 It was fo-..md that cl ect-ron--withd rawing substituents on 
the ol efi�1 i 11 crc2 st=.!d the free enerey and teat of activat ion o The 
opposite effect rnw found to be true for the subst ituted perbenzoic 
acids . Th::..s t:ccnd i2 irl o.c coJxl 1dth t11e characters of the olefins 
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and peracid.s as nucleo:.1:1il ic 8.nd el e c -l;ro,.:-1hil ic re�ents, respectiv�ly. 
�ecause tl:e :i:atc s  diG. not chr1.nco w11cn anions or bern , o i� acid was 
add ed , it wc-.. s f-:;lt -:L�.l,t t11e reaction was not cen·3:r2.l -o.c id ca,ttlyzed. 
showed the i--atcs 0 -� e.:·oxid�,t ion to "'..:,e :_l.:i�e!1t ical in non-hydror;en-
,...., ...... 
vai: ied o �/ ·� 
::t was fGl t + �-:�,t + '.r . O CO 'l <".:.i�+ ,,_ , i1!"'.J· r 0.r.J.. _-,,·�.-1 .- .·::: 1· · - - o., /  .L . _,_ , � i.r- ro • .... " 1 � "  , � - ., � • l. t ;;:;, ...L � en vS v7� 1,, -t 0 l J.: erln,S 
.. _ -' .. l-
+ 
+ 
c 
rJ 
�- µ .,,.,/..-1""-..,.., . .  c/ r '-'� 2 · 5 
,., 
.... . .  /· ... , . I ·1 :-J. J J . 
:1he con-
J8 
if such -2. COnlJlex cad. 
p."J:::ac id wo-.ilC. 
which " - -..... .. � -..... ,,, .:-: � " J_ -...L . 
tha.t one wo ul d  acl:ieve a s teady ·tate of the peracid caus ing the 
initial c once�trat ion to be lmimpor�ant . 
An invest ie;Et ion of the reactivi ty parameters and kinetic 
characterist ics of epox:i.dat lon react ions revealed that they also 
parallel the proper�ies o .  l p J-tlipolar additions o l OO In addit ion, 
the fact that the -�S value for tho re ction did not increase as the 
sol vent pol arity increase "' we..r- cited as eyidence against a 1 ,  1-
addition and su�port for a c oncerted l p J-dipolar addition mechanism .  
Therefore , a l , J-dipolar transition state mechanism was proposed 
J9 
101 which relate s  to t he mec hanism proposed by Cre igee for ozonolysis . 
/ R- c+ 
o-o-
""-o-H 
+ 
0-H /O-H 
R- C -�) R-�/ 
"'o-o-
\ /  c 
+ I I  ,.., 
).J\ 
o - o-
ros ) 
I 
/O- f-".:)_ g_b-
_i I I 
Of. 
f' t R,.,Q ti __ a s  ) ! .u 2 . .  
I - c  
+ f '°'o ,.,/ - �  I 
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It was al so suggested that a 1::�c hanisn such as this may expl ain the 
formation of s ome of tf:e t r-products !'armed during ozonolysis reactions . 
The five-me mbered l p J-�ipcl ar tran s ition state p�oposed was s u r. �ested -00 . 
to breaJ{ a:part easily "because the lone pairs of elect:!:'ons on tlle 
oxygens would !:i..ave to l ine uv in the forf!'.ation of t he transit ion state . 
Their repul s i on wou1. .... caus e the tri:l.n s ition state to quickly decompose 
to the products o 
This 1 ,  J-dipol2yr ad::.i t ion r::echanis1 1  -r:as l ater denounc ed1 02 because 
the rate s  of epoxidc.:cion of r.orbor:.:.ene and. cycl ohexene were found to 
be ver�r simil ar0 If the rate-d.etermin ing step for epoxidation was the 
attack of the 1 , J-di:pole ,  then the epo):idation of norbornene should 
have been mt:ch fa. ster t�B-n t e epoxida t ion of cyclohexene because 
of the rel i ef of c train in tr•e no::-borner.�rl s�rstem. Kwartl OJ then 
proposed a new rnec r.a:;iisrn for e;-o�·: :..dc:t io!'l but t his new paU�way also 
involved a l , J-addit ion to t .e ol efin o nowever, it s e ems as thovgh 
this new mec hanism was unne c e  .... sar�·- since these additions are known 
1 02 
to occur at a much faster rate �-f:..th norbornene than with cycl ohexene . 
Pariser-Parr-?o2l e s el!-co�sistir;; fielu �ol ec ul ar orbital 
al � ' .  . �1 0� t � o o� e + er � 4 � e  u . .  h_i c.� atom o �  the c Ctl..L a� ic n s were carr :::_eo ou � .. � - 1 · · -'-.I. · ... 
peracid. was 1�1ost Bl ectror.I-12..l ic C.!1(: Hhich of the two mec!:anisms 
proposed, 1 ,  1-ad.C.i tio::1 or l ,  J-d.ipolo.:r aC..di t ion p was most liI-cely 
to occur. The; cal culat i ons sl owec� t:ie ox�rGen atof:l next t o  the hydrogen 
t b -,... 8 c ".>  i i :::. .::.. a �.r:-:,c..,.. 11 totd enersy differenc e was o e most react ive .  � �-� -
fou�""ld foi .. the two mechani sn3 , it i;;2,.s sU[;Gestec that 1 ,  1-ac d i  t i on _Play 
1 t � nr, 1 -:i-� irolc:..r adc. ition r;2,y occtlr in occur in non-�olar s o_ vc n o c� . :...i. ' ...; -- ..:' - · 
Polar solvents . 
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In a..11 attempt to s�'f: te;".i z e  the effects of various sol Yents on the 
rates of epoxidation p  the rcactio·r1 kine-l; ics were rel ated to the 
Slectrosco:::,:>ic characteristics of va.:do"'..ls pf'!ra.cicls .1 05 A 1 01:ering and 
broad ening of -Cte O-': st.,.:etc�ins fr'2q_·.i0!1cy in var�o'li.s oxygen-
fi eq_ eency in ��-iert sol vents s 1-.o m >..1 tr at 2er£.ciC.:3 exist as inteYmol ecu-
lai'ly bond ed adducts i n  oYy::;en-cont.:.inins solvtnts . It ·m�s fol.)_nd that 
• 
n B " � . .  /rt .t'..-- · ,. -- v - v -- �- - - - 1..· 
R 
the strent:;th o: t !--�e interii..2le c l�l2.::c assoc iation increased as the 
ba.sici ty of the sol ve!lt inc-cease� ltihich ca.used the rec.ction rate to 
d e creas e . T 1el"ef ore , t�·jr-: str8nct� of tl-1 e  perac i1-sol ver:t intero.ct ion 
was c ons idered. to en one cf t!1c �.12.jor facto:i:'s infl uenc inc; th8 kinetics 
of epoxi�ati o� .  ?ol a �i�abil it ies an� steric require�en ts of solvents 
ue:re also sug�ested to ln:ll:er.cE.: �he rate whon 1iffe:rence� in :as ic ity 
Tii-us 11  one can s c-:: e that tl- e rr:ec�1anis:n for epox id.at ion is s t ill not 
known . It 0 0ef· �-·-r ... ·:;ar as :.r a 1 ,  1 -.;;.cC: :.  t ion mech�.nism n;i�;- be the 0:most 
probable '' ne-t.!1oc1. . ·.n-.8t1-.er or n ot such a nec�anisn is c o:r�ect , one 
st ill rloes not know if the ad d ition occurs as a c onc erted process CY 
the two new bor:� s  form at C.if�erent rates o  
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- - - · 
strn .c ·�:..: n: of m + n 
... ,... / 
r -� ...., J... \.)'.) c.tO: ! .;:J • J. ' · -1.,, _ , <.:; : 0�:. ·a. t:..o.·_ c c.:.1�'ounds , no sigma 
bonds ar e br0:-:1�n , 2.l t l-.O i..\ ... :-1 , n :-!··• s i..:_;-.1a tonds are forfiled at ti -e exre::1E e 
O.t:' _ ., .. , ., • 1 1 n7 r , 1 - 0\)nc.�s or i· 0!'1 - uo!.C.:....L11S 8 e .� l.:.:: .. :or_ s . • Classificat ion of cyc l o� 
a.clc itj_cn j 'ea.cUons is up.·:nt � n ber of new siglM. bonds formed·  
were a�vised for tr.e vc;.r:i o· l:3 C.)rcl o<.lf1'.::1:1:tio_1 r e 2  ctions which compared 
the sy :i.metry Al er:tf:nts of the or1i ta.le or 2.;_)proac hing reactants with 
tte s�rrrurietry el er.1F..!nts o� -C he cycl cG..C.cli tion _products . If the sa!"'le 
SJ1";·,J:1etry el eLen-t.s c o n:r: ·oscd t he i:o21c� :.nG 01:·"cital s o: the �-eactants and. 
products p t hen t11e cscl oa.c1c1 it� on was cons idered to i=i8 8.n "allowecl" 
proces s .  
in the reacte rii ... �. turned out t o  b� anti bonding in the products, th�n 
the add it ion i--;-ar.:. col'!;::.. :2.r� c 1:r::•�::- to 1: -:.: <'.. " fo:r�. : �\:'l en'' process . Cycl oadd.itions 
which are "forcid ·�1.�n" a c c or: .. _L\� to tr.e:::e 2..'tJ. e s  nay st � 1 1  occur by a 
i.riterrr:eo i&. te for.-: :2 , 
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of the new s igma bonds or the displ:J, cr·ment of n bonds , then 4K 
el ectron cycl oaddi tions are syiru11etr�r " forbidden" Lri the grotmd state 
and 4K + 2 electron cycl oci,dd:. t ions are symmetry o.ll owed in the ground. 
state . It should oo noted t hat these rul e s  onl y apply for ground 
state concerted cycl oadditions . The reverse is true for excited state 
reactions . 
Three types of cycl oacl itions are ill ustratecl below and t he 
mec han isms found to occur in eac h case are discussed . 
[2 + 2] Cycl oadditions 
c c c c--c 
+ > 
c c c -- c  c --c 
Four el e c trons ri. 'e invol ved in these cycl oaddi t ions whic h 
el imir:ate s  the possH)H it�' for a the�nally allowed [ 2 s  + 2s] 
c oncerted nechanisn al tho i;z h  a [ 2s + 2a] c oncerted adcli tion is 
allowed 0 l·Iany of the s e  reactions have been s�o:m to be tuo­
step , dipolar intermediate additions109 (like the mechanism 
illustrated) .  Otter reactions , which appear to be concerted, are 
thought to involve a "near-conc erted" or q_uasi-type mechanism 
where no intermed�ate is bel ieved to form although C.ipolar 
' ,  110  In th ha � 1 tl:e  .,,eac + �..l.On �1...,.. nT·-, ay . · o er c rges are for��E/l a. onz - ..... "' - .r- v r 
[2 + 2] cycl oacdit ions , s uch as the addition of l , l -dic hloro-
111 
2 , 2-difluoroe t hyl er..e to alkenes,  a cliradical mec hanism is 
favored because of the nonstereospecificity of t he react ion .  
[2 + 3] Cyc l oadd itions 
c 
+ 
c 
c---c 
-->-. N 
c- I --c 
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The se ad.d i t:.ons have l>ecn t�rmcd l ;  J-clipolar cy·clo2.C.di t2.ons 
bv Huis;":en a.ncl co-1 1or:k ers o112 · -o 1• of t'  h t h • t ., ....... i _  s \, . ne resca,rc_ on , l  :i.. s ype 
of cycl oadc it� !l in v ilves 1 , 3-d::"qo c:S l:'.-lich Lave (1 ) a. doi..;.ol 9 
�::mtl ancl a n on-:xmcli.:1t., pv,:..'!' of 8l n0.-l:.:-0:..._ ; �. 9  : � " ' 0: r:1 f•,'";:'.n.rf� , (2) 
a n on- .. ondin� �c-dr of E.l ech·o�w , o r  (J )  a d.oubl e b�md_ 0lOf; 
The moc:�st sol v1nt e::'fc0ts e ncl .. J:o sterc0specific .i ty ez!�i bi ted 
cy the se c:rcl cad(: i t :!.on:J S l\:;sest a concerted acldi tion . '!'his 
agrees with the prediction of ;;ooc ward a.i."'ld Hoffma.nn108 since 
six el ectrons are empl oyGd in the course of the reaction o 
[2  + 4] Cycl oaf �it i0n s 
re'.3.ction which l ac �20n .studieJ to a croat extent ol07 The 
mechc1,n:.sr1: 11�opos8d for U:e D:..els-Alc1.er cycl oa1.::i ti0n is a 
concert,.30. c:.,�di t::.on 
anrl t : . J 
c 
+ 
c 
c� c I 
c �
c 
1 1 t �� t 1 06 'b8 cause of tte s ir.al so ven e .\. .i. ec s 
react :.on . 11 3  Six electrons 
idiL � t 10� .ru v on o occur . I� s o:ne otter cc.sA s , six-memberE:d rings 
appear to result fror;1 r 2 + 4 l dira1ical cycl o;;.dcli tions . 11 .!.� - - The 
possi 'Jil ity alee exists for the fort12,tion of · be d six-mo � rs rings 
frofa [2  + 4] d.ipol (l.r, tuo-step i--:e c ha.."'l :..�rns115 al though t:1is type 
of product should only oe c-� mil1 or cont�ibution if the d iene is 
not helC. :..r_ a :'i��ec c ig- con:'orr::'.1.t4 on 0 
Neu l e t  us e A:a .. 'Tifr.e tvro s::;1ec ific c vcl oacldi t::.ons c::.nd the n:rinc iu1 a :::: . .. - � ._, 
involved in the ir r.:ec �·ianis�-is ;i 
I 
Dihal ocaro�ne A� � itio� : 
S ince vary :few insertion Tc-;ci,1Jtio· s of c.ib.al oca:r1:.ene s are knoi;m , ll6 
the addi tior. o-!' dicr.l oro- a;i_d. a -:_  'hronoca Y1-Jent::s to c:i.lkenes have been 
stu :Ued. quite extsnsi vely . Des11i.te t;i:ts , �owever? the ground state 
of dihaloca-rbenes ba.s only been infcr..ced from Skell ' s  Theory to be a 
... 11 7 singlet :3pec :·_ 3s with or..e vacan-':. l -oi·l1i ta1 on the ca;_ bon o T� 1ese 
addi t;lon reactions hC1.ve shmm tte clihal ocar"'oene s  to be strong electro­
philes which always reP..ct to e;ive stereospe c i-!'ic c is-a.ddition products . 11 8  
Because the stereometric rel�tionshi?G of tte reactants were maintained 
in the products , a c .::mcerted , thre2-center I!'.echa,"'lism was bel ieved. to 
be involvea . 119 
A study o-:' t'.ie rate s o:: ac"!di  t i o!1 o: d:. broi.1oca�bene with va::':'ious 
alkenf.s showed a re:iia.Tka.bl e J_J8,r2_llel i sn :.:itt tte :::-ate s  of bromination 
of these ol efins . 1 20 Thi s discovery was interpreted as evide�ce �or
 
a concerted -tYl-'e ad c1 i t ion mecl-,an is1:1 sinilar- to tr.at observed in the 
46 
formation of three-ir.enbered b '0:-.1on i1 11 .J.." o n .� . · To t' i... · ti - .... ; . wever , r.e o use rva on 
that d ibronocarbene was :nore d iscriminative than hromine was s uee;ested 
to res ul t  :"rom hit;her r ipolc..r character in the transition state o-:' the 
carben e add it ion . Th _refore , a t'n ear conc erted.0 ,  quas i-type mechanism 
was proposed where t he sir.-ma 1)ouds do not form at the saiile rate and 
some carbon ium i on c haracter s formed on one of the 01. efinic carbons 
even thoue;h n o  intermec� late , e e r - u  to ex ist . This mechanism woul d oo 
quite similar to tl:e nasyml ietr: .c attack'" mec hanism later proposed121 
and would be an "all owed" vroce._. s a .c ording to the rul es for cyclo-
additi on react ions .l Lat r work showed that dibromocarbene i s ,  
indeed , highly d isc ri n ina ory in only attack n g  the more highly 
alkylated double bond f 1 � ? -d1 en es . 2 
Thus , al thoue;h the JnE!C anif..;m fol dihal ocarbene additions to 
olefins has never been comp etely proven , experimental evidence seems 
to :point tm·rard the "near-concerted." , quasi-type proc e s s  with forma-
· tion of so;-ne carbon iurn ion c aracter on one of the carbons of the 
erstwhil e d ouble bond . The amount of carb:)ni Ut:t ion c haracter and , 
therefore , t he amount of d iscriminat ion displayed by the carbene 
depends upon t he hal ogens attac hed to the central carbon atomo117 
The greater the stabil ity of the dihal ocarbene , by ba.ck-boi 1 ding 
between an uns hared pair of el ectrons on the hal ogen and the vacant 
p-orbital on t he carbon , the more sel ective the carbene is toward 
addition with vari.ous alkenes or d oubl e bonds of polyene s .  
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Dichloroketene Addition s 
Ketenes add to �kenes and polyenes to give nearly exclusive [2 + 2] 
cycloaddition proJucts10q a.lt�!-:> 1.�-;h hieher a.iJ.uc ts ha.ve �k!l i3ola.t.e1 
in C rtain ��)0 124 h e caseso T e ,.echan.i.sm proposed for the· addition of 
diphenyl ketenes to olefins as considered to be a "near-concerted .. , 
multi-center pathway where the wo new igma bonds do not form at 
. 125 the same rate and there is some charge formationo Considerable 
evidence supporting a concerted or "near-concerted" mechanism has 
been published. Some of the most conclusive data .re·quire thB:t the 
reaction (1 ) must have a high negative entropy of activation, 125 (2) 
must have only modest rate dependence on solvent polarity, 125 And (3) 
must maintain stereometric relationships between reactants and 
products .126 Woodward and Hoffmann also propose a concerted, one-step 
108 mechanism for ketene additions to olefins . 
124 In some other cases, however, such as with enamines and 
carbodiimidesp 127 a two-step mechanism appears to compete with and, 
1n the latter case , predominate over the one-step, concerted mechanism. 
It should be noted that the conditions given above, suggesting a one­
step mechanism, may also be satisfied by a two-step mechanism if the 
second step is rate-determining.
128 It is felt that this possibility 
should not be overlooked. The discovery that the second step is the · 
127 slow step in the ketene addition to carbodiimides allows that a 
two-step mechanism may be plausible 1n any ketene reaction. This 
mechanism would still show the reaction to be second order which 
125 agrees with the experimental value . 
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A general. mechanism for the addition of ketenes to olefins does 
not seem l ikely, bu rather i ap ·r that the 11echa.niu is influenced 
significantly by the substituents of the alkene . Dipolar character 
seems to develop during the co 'Se of , he addition125 which causes 
the reaction to be some hat sel ctive in its orientation when forming 
_ the products . It ha als.:1 been .. hown that the reaction is selective 
between double bonds hen our�e bonds 1th different substituents 
10 
are present in the same molecule � 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSI ON 
Nearly all of the reactions discussed here were carried out 
end 
->ciJ ·b. -� axo 
25 
on the 5-methylene-2-norborn ne ystem ( 25 )  which is prepared 
COJlllllercially by the :r.eactio Sr OWI •129 
o ymeriza ion 
in · bi tor 
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This compound, 5-methylene-2-norbornene , is a unique diene . because 
it contains two double bonds of different energies.  The endo double 
bond is strained because of the geometry of the bicyclic ring and 
undergoes addition reactions very rapidly if the transition state 
. formed is less strained. lJO The exo double bond ,  which is not incorpor­
ated in the bicycl ic ring, should not be nearly as strained and, there­
fore , should not enter into these reactions as rapidly as its counter-
P&rt. 
Another distinguishing feature of the 5-methylene-2-norbornene 
. system is that electrophilic attack could result in the formation of 
two homoallylic non-classical carbonium ions which can have unequal 
50 
energies.  Electrophil ic attack on the exo double bond would give rise 
to an endq carbonium ion ( 39)  hic h  could be postulated to be of lower 
energy because the positive charge would reside on secondary and 
E� 
� 
39 40 
tertiary carbon atoms . Electrophilic a tack at the e ndo double bond 
would result in the formation of an e xo carbonium ion ( 40) whic h should · 
be higher in energy because 1 involves a primary carbon atom. 
Von Schleyer1 31 reported the addition of formic acid, hydrochloric 
acid , and hydrogen chloride to 5-methylene-2 norbornene . In each case · 
0 
cb 
I I� 0 HC O 
I I  
+ HC OH > 
� 
d=:z 
H20 
> 
c� 
+ HCl 
cb HCl 
c
2
H
5
cc
2H.5 > �Cl + 
� 
the initial attack of the hydrogen electrophile is at the exo double 
bond. A non-clas�ical carboniu.m ion was suggested to account for the 
rearranged nortricyclane products obtained from the formic acid and 
hydrochloric acid additions� 
The addition of activated amorphous sulfur to 5-ethylidene-2-
norbornene , which may be el ectrophil ic , was found to occur exclusively 
at the endocyclic doubl J bond" 132 1'he re.action was also observed 
+ S (am) - -
to be stereospecific . Iodination of 5-methylene-2-norbo:rnene, through · 
the use of iodine isocyana e ,  also showed initial electrophilic attack 
I-NCO > NC O 
on the endo double bondo lJJ An intermediate iodonium ion was suggested 
for the reaction which may have rearr�g� d to an e:xo ca.rbonium ion (40) .  
Hucleophilic attack could then be focused at the exo methylene group 
StablelJO tricyclic product.  A Which would give rise to the more 
od .  .., ,., ide gave the same resul ts .134 similar addition involving i ine Q.6J 
+ 
The bromina ti on of 5-illethylene ..... 2 nol." rnene , using N-bromo­
succinimide (NBS ) in moist dimethylf rmamide (DMF) resulted in the 
formation of three products lJ.5 � n i  t i  el ctrophil ic attack by 
+ NBS 
the bromine is evident in 
25% 
f the products. In accordance with 
other bromination mechanisms , an exo bromonium ion intermedia�e was 
suggested to form in the initial step. Since 1 , 2-addition products 
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' .. . � 
were not observed , the c ollapse of the bromonium ion to the homoallylic 
carbonium ion must have been rapid . Attack occ urs at the exo 
methylene of the homoallyl ic carbonium ion because of less strain in 
the nortricyclane structure and less steric hindrance of the nucleo­
Phile . That the products are equilibrium controlled, i. e . ,  formed 
by rearrange ment of a 1 , 2-addition adduct,  is unl ikely because of the 
expected diffic ulty of rearrangements of a 1 , 2-bromohydrin under these · 
. . .  
- 7"-...· ; ' . ;'! � 
conditions . A mec hanism involving the rate determining attack of a · · 
nucleophile on a c harge tran fer c mplex of NBS with the diene is 
unlikely. 51 
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Froa the reactions dis usse � above , a pattern seems to be evident 
.in these elec trophil ic additions o S- ethylene-2-norbornene . Sulfur, 
iodine, and bromine , which ad.d xc lus· vely to the endo double bond of · 5-metbylene-2-norbornene . are al, . thoug t to add through a three-
aembered, "oniu.m" type interme at • Electrophilic protonation ad.di-
tions, which add to the exocyel ic double nd of 5-m.ethylene-2-
norbornene , are not believed to i .vol v a bridged H onium'' ion inter-
mediate . Therefore , the hypot. s .s t elec trophiles which favor 
formation of three- embered, " onium' intermediates will all attack the 
endocyclic double bond was p oposed In this case , the rel��ive 
energies of the double bonds and the three-membered intermediate are 
acre important in determining the relati-ve rates of addition to the 
double bonds of 5-methylene-2-norbornene than the energies of the 
homoallylic carbonium ions (39 and 40) . Electrophiles which form 
highly unsymmetrical " oniwn�- ions or do not form stable " onium" 
ions at all should attac k at the exo double bond. For these additions , 
there is more positive c harge on the adjacent carbon and the energy of 
the homoallylic carbonill!D io� formed seems to be more significant 
than the energy of the olefinic site . To test this hypothesis a.n 
exam1nation of the additions of other electrophiles was car
ried out . 
The sugge stion that ox:ymerc uration additions to olefins may not 
inYolve a mercurinium intermediate81� caused this electrophile to be 
of intere st. If a three-meml:::ered ercur . .  nium ion doesn' t e xist , then 
addition should occ ur  on the exocyclic d ouble bond. However , if the 
addition take13 p ace on th_ nd cy�U . "'  dou , e bond.; then a aercuriniua 
ion would be implied by t e hypothe sis presented. Qxy:mercuration of 
5-methylene-2-n orbornene resul:L�d 1 1 , 2· addition at the e xocyclic 
double bond indicating he a't ence of " symmetrical mercuriniwn ion 
in the mechanism of the add .tion . The occurrence of the 1 , 2-addition 
product rather than a rearranged 1 5-nortricy lie addition is 
attributed to a-rr st�bili:z:.-tion f the posidva ch.U'ge on t.he adja-eent . . 
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· carbon by the mercury as well as the endocycl ic double bond . 
Reactions of tertiary butyl chlo ide were also examined using 
13.5 
5-methylene-2-norbornene a.nd 5-ethylidene-2-norbornene . One may 
Predict that tertiary butyl carbonium ions would not be good bridging 
groups because of the directional character of the vacant p-orbital o 
Two important facts were shown by these additions o First , the initial 
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AlCL , , o0c 
� . � 
very fast CH + polymer 
Cl Al 1 , 20-25°c - ···- --�· -� fast 
I J - -C-CH 
I 3 CHJ 
H / 
CHJ 
C\CHJ 
CHJ 'cH J 
-+ polymer 
electrophilic attack occurred at the e ocyc ic double bond which 
suggests that the predic tion a ve is c rrect .  The second important 
fact shown is that the first ste p of t,he reaction, the attack of 
the electrophile on the exo do lble bond , is  t e rate-determining 
step. This is shown by th higher temperature requirement and the 
slower rate of addition xhl bited by 5-ethylidene-2-norbornene o 
The chlorination of 5-meth �lene-2-norbornene in DMF gave two 
products depending upon uhich of t e double bonds the initial attack 
of the electrophile was focused. l35 The ratio of exo/endo double bond 
+ _D_M.___F _..,> 
Cz±-OB HC 
I� 
endo exo 
Cl 
attack is approximately i . 6/1 . 0, mostly e xe-cycl ic attaek. Wh�n the same 
reaction was rtm using tertiary butyl hypochl orite in DMF, the ratio 
of exo/endo attack by the ch.lorin was a.bout 0 09/1 .0.135 Because 
attack of the chlorine is observed a.t both double bonds, one may 
infer that the chloronlum ion does  not ave as great a propensity 
to form in r �c:t io.ns � s d.c t;; #• orH:m l.J:J. and iodonium ions. 
Because of this,  the relati'lfe nergie s of the double bonds would have 
less significance. Experimen evid . ce shows that, although the 
stability of the chl oroniu.nl lcM .ts , -:) S� than those from bromine and 
iodine , some bridging character 1 evident in chlorine ad.ditions.56 
Therefore , one may predict bot . . 1 e O"" an"' ... endo- attack. 
Several methods were ernpl oye i t.ryj to form the epoxide of 
5-methylene-2-norborn ne The f r t method tried involved the use of 
peroxyformic acid.1)6 Two products we . e  formed but were not absolutely 
identified. The evidence available suggests one of the products to be 
the formate e$ter produced from t e dition of formic acid to 5-
methylene-2-norbornene The o er product appears to be either 
0 I I  
HCOH 
HOA
� + � or  
2�hydroxy-5-methylnortricyclane or 5-methyl-2
-nortricycloneo The 
observation that 5-methylene-2-norbornene reacts essentially at the 
same rate as the rate of mixing with formic acid l ends considerable 
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support for the probability of one o the products as being the 
formate ester. The second product i� pr ba.bly formed froa the 
addition of H2o, the solv lysis f 'the formate ester, or the acid 
catalyzed addition of perox;rf\.� "mic "' id f. llowed by the loss of formic 
acid. 
t 
0 i i  W' OOH -�.-t 
0 " -HCOH · �  > �  
When the reaction wa�- car � .. d ou a· r non-ac idic conditions , 
epoxidation of 5-methyl � �-mr bo:x., 1 ·)1 e a found to occur at both 
double bonds. Moreover ,  t � xo/ md · dou bt bond ratio changes with 
the conditions used. 11 J e m tr o f Lutr!b lJ'? using acetonitrlle , 
hydrogen peroxide , and b carbo te methanol , a product ratio exo/ 
endo of 1/4 was observed, most y endocycl e epoxide � When m­
chloroperoxybenzoic acid was adde to 5-methylene-2-norbornene in & 
Na2co3 bu:ffered solution of eth lene chloride , the product ratio 
exo/endo was about equal , 1/1 Although the mechanism for 
cb+ 
CHfN 
H2o2 ,NaHCO) + \lb CHJOH . > � � 
cb + � 
0 , ,  
Qf 
OOH Na2co3 
CH2cl2 
1 1 4  
>�o vb + I s l  � 
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epoxidation reactions is till not known, one may expect siailar 
bridging characteristics  betwe en oxygen and chlorine atoms . There­
fore , attack at both double bonds woula be expected to occur. In the 
case of Lumb• s proc edure , where meU a.nol is used as the solvent, 
intermolecular hydrogen bonding probably weakens the electrophllic 
character of the oxygen105 causir1g th relative energies of the 
. double bonds to become mo c . p r�a · - hi a would shift the reaction . 
in favor of the endocyclic attack 
In order to determine if the ucl.eophile played a role in 
determining the form.�tion of the products , iodine monochloride was 
added to 5-methylene-2-nor or.ae e 1 pre·ir .ous ad.di tions to 5-
�thylene-2-norbornene invo c oride ion nucleophiles, 131 
nucleophilic attack was focus on the e docyclic double bond or, 
because of the solvent cage ffect in. the hy ogen chloride addition, 
the tertiary carbon atom. The prod c t  \'>btained from iodine mono­
cbloride showed exclusive elec rophilic attack at th� endocyclic 
cb +  I Cl > l±{Cl 
double bond and nucleophil ic attack by the chloride at the exocyclic 
double bond. This observation, that the same nucleophile will attack 
at either of the double bonds depending upon the electrophile used, 
ia taken as evidence against prod ct determining effects by the 
nucleophiles . 
C cloaddition Reactions 1  
Because of the apparent patte displayed by the electrophil ic 
additions to 5-methylene-2-nor ·. · n ; f ·t h  po sibility of using this 
compound to distingui sh c c rt d fr m tvo-s ep cycloadditlon 
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reactions was also e xplor d 'l.h forma:ti of three-membered "onium" 
ions from electrophilic ad itions is l i  ved to be quite analogeus 
to concerted cycloaddi tion actions i1hil \#a.rbonium ion energies 
should be one of the most ignl flcan· . f --t :;,rs 11 determining the 
location and orientati o of t o- .... er c c ca ·d:ttlons. Therefore , 
by extending the hypothesis p �oposed one aJa.Y predict concerted 
cycloaddi tions to occur 011 the r1docyclic .ot hle bond and tvo-step, 
d.ipolar-intermediate eycloadditions t oc ur on the exocyclic double 
bond. 
The addition of c hl orosulfonyl isocyanate to 5-ethylidene-2-
lJB 
norbornene resulted in exclus ive addit on on the exo double bond. 
· 
From the observed reactions of s imilar isocya.nates , 1 39 it is reasonable 
Cl I o- s- o I N I I  c 
� 
> > 
41 
to assume this reaction to 'be an example of a two-step cycloaddition 
with an intermediate such as 41 . 
Tetraphenylcyclopentadienone is kno to undergo concerted 
[2  + 4] cycload.dition react c s  with alkenes . 140 When it was added 
to 5-methylene-2-norbornene two products ere observed which 
resulted from addition to the endocyclic double bond. 135 Product 
+ 
B 
B formed by the loss of C O  from product A� 
Thus, it appeare a s  · hough the .5-methylene-2-norbornene system 
could be used to distinguish cy loa.ddition mechanisms. However0 
better footing for the hypothe is proposed was needed so more cyclo-
addition reactions of 5-methylene-2-norbornene were exarainedo 
Additions of phenyl azide are ·known as l , J-dipolar cyclo-
addi . rt d bani ·141 tions and are believed t.o occ ur v1a a conce e mec sm. 
When 5-ethylidene-2-norbornene as reacted with phenyl azide, the 
product formed could not be is lated .• 142 However, the addition of 
P-toluenesulfonyl azide , which reacts in a £.anner similar to 
Phenyl azide , 14J re sulted in th� for�ti6n of one product from 
att k t � b b d This ob�ervation is  in agree-ac a the �nae yc __ i= lj u .· .. e ,, n • 
•ent with tha hypoth�sis proposed. 
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The controver ial i S.l� in,·rol \" l !"'. b mechanism of ketene addi­
tions to olefins made t.} : ls al r a  .J.on f.,:8peV:1 � ly interesting to 
investigateo The "re · · e .... f ..,,,. eye oa.d.di ti on reactions 
di t th ad f. ] 108 pre c e dition to oc ·-. u .. c b. ::. :tncerted L2s + 2a process. 
However, the possi bili y r�· .st<i .hi� t.he ad.di tion may be two-step 
with an :1.ntermediat whi.::b · ig:tLlj· l. O i  ·t� o re strict rotation. 144 
It was felt that the a ·  d 1  tion of c chl: rokete e to 5-methylene-2-
norbornene may hel p · o de' ,e .mlna hie of ·the mechanisms is c orrect .  
C� f� c I I 
i 0 
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The product obtained fr . the addition owed exclusive attack on the 
exocyclic double bond� This implies that the cycloaddition may pro­
ceed through e ither a two-step mechanis with the formation of a dipolar 
intermediate or else through an asymmetrical con
certed mec hanism in 
which positive charge develops on the tertiary carbon atom to a 
significant extent . 
Dibaloca:rbenes a.re al so known to undergo cycloaddition reactions 
with soae charge separation fo� a · on.g the reactio� pathway.120 
Therefore , examining this type f ::r-ea<,;"tion using highly electronegative 
groups on the earbene to i · 1��31 't.. 1....... 'i�t! unt of charge separation 
seemed advantageous. When iehl.o:r.oca.·�1 .,ne �as added to 5-methylene-
2-norbomene, exclus va ad JJ ·· .t orr. "v i) t.h� exo yclic double bond was 
observed which indicates ·�t ·1 �0<·"�t.q.1i> i �P ar .mechanism. 
,...,, ; ' I  \.• i.'' -,� __ _ ,,, _ ___ . . . g l .YTi!t' --
That the mechanis1tts p.rc .i : ctt!t:. here 
Baca.use a compound at 
-cc /' 2 
mean that total charge so )fLa :to is tvida ', in a intermediate o 
What is suggested is that enough charge s�. pa. -�at.icm does exist to 
allow interaction bet eer t .. lP do 'ble bonds and po sible formation of 
a homoallylie,  non-class:l aJ ea:r nhm ion t 39) e If attack occurs 
on the endocyclic double nd then little charge separation is 
suggested and the energy f th ouhle bond is most significanto 
Rearr ements and E uilibriums1 
There are two possible rearrangements or 
equilibriums which may 
take place in electrophilic additions to 5-methylene-2-norbornene o  
The first of these aa.y occur if initial electrophilic attack is
 
focused on the endocyclic dou 0 bo:nd with formation of an exo-
homoallylic carbonium ion ( 40 ) .  'rhi higher energy carboniu.m ion 
> 
Could then decay to endo-· 10 ·loa .... l.y] . '4 r �a.:rboni um ion (42) by way Of 
a 1, 3-hydride shift . The t.r.�.nz1:t.ldr �tc.\.t fo t is hydride migration 
would be analogous to an 1 y:� . t .. --syg erfl. wM. }r requires a supra.facial 
shift. Such shifts a.re · h "'· mal� 3 . ··or . id.d. . .fl y he rules of Woodward 
and Hoffmann.l08 No s ch . h tft.:-: e1. '3 ohse. _ . e  .n any of the reactions 
discussed here . 
If initial electroph:Ll ic a �ck or th xoeyclic double bond, 
an equilibrium may occur w�e' t 10 f ·the bonds of the three-
membered tricyclic system� Such an equllib:riw:n occ�s in the case of 
e xo attack endo attack 
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i i�� norbornadiene � and the direction of attack by the nucleophile is 
affected by this equil ibrium. If the electrophile is a hydrogen atom, 
the exo- and endo- products formed ar indistinguishable enantiomers . 
However, if a similar equili.bri · .. had xisted in the 5-Jllethylene-
2-norbornene system , we could ve i ead y distinguished the 
d.iasterioisomers by the · val t .  oi t e !!ethyl group in the NMR 
spectrum. When formic ac' id · �a.s r ,. . .  � t.e .i. lo.th 5-methylene-2-norbornene , 
J 
c 
anti exo attack endo attack syn 
the NMR spectrum showed one signal for the methyl group. Hydrolysis 
of the formate ester with potassium hydroxide formed the tricyclic 
alcohol .  The NMR spectrum showed one ak for the methyl group. The 
product, 4- . (!th:rl-Z-�ortr c "c l ��e , obJ't ain�d by oxidizing the hydroxid� , 
al.so gave only one peak for the methyl group in the NMR spectrum. 
However, when the tricyclone was reduced with NaBH4, two methyl peaks 
were present in the NNR spectrum signifying the presence of both 
the syn- and anti- products.  Thus only the anti-diasterioisomer, 
derived from exo-attack, was for· ed in the addition reaction.  The 
amount of steric hindrance involved in tl e reduction of the tri-
0 H�OH 
+ 
3 . 
cyclone seems to be qui te small l>ecause the syn- and anti- diasterio­
isomers were formed in approximately equal amounts. Because steric 
factors were not importan in the borohydride reduction of the 
trioyclone,  one would expec t to have nucleophilic attack from both the 
exo- and endo- direction on the tricyclic carbonium ions . The reason 
both Products are not formed then must be electronic rather than 
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· • ateric . The homoallylie ea.rbo irun :lon 43 is probably much less stable 
than J9 because ion 4J is c o  5e � of only sec ondary carbon atoms 
while carbonium ion 39 consist ' f t o sec ondary and one tertiary 
carbon a.tom. If an equlli :iu.rri doe - e. , st. be·tween the two homOa.llylic 
carboniWI. ions , 1 t must be o · .�t �d almost ntirely to the left. It 
was al.so possible to dis ingv.� tL·, · .. 1·�, 0.;· , f"...n�1 anti- chl oro isomers 
by the different 6 values o· .. ·t.h ·: . .  -e .h . g··7oup However, the 
S0012 
---� - ·--·",;?·. 
aechanism for this rea.ct:i ol i �; ud. el a.I'.'" . 
Methyl 6 value s a. 
x 
exo 
Clb, c 
�xternal TMS standard 
cin cc14 solution 
Reference 1'5 
+ Cl 
en do 
titive Kinetic Stud a 
A kinetic study was arried ou. to determine what effect the 
electrons of the S doubl � bo d iad on ele "trophilic attack at the 
endocyclic double bond � Because cf h$ f st rate of electrophilic 
attack on the straj.ned nd dou .• ·S 001· l a competitive type kinetics 
was studied where the r t� f f t:ta,�k o l. 5.., .. me hylene-2-norbornene was 
compared to the rat... o· ' U. a·� '· n � and norbornadiene . 
By comparing the rela. · e _.. e;.1... .. ·re� of t ndocyclic olefinic 
protons from the alkenes b :1\rr;; ;.:J cl a.fi' er th ad.di tion, it was 
possible to determine whi· � l of L he :o (mrc. � aac ed faster relative 
to the other alkene 
Norbornene 
Nolar 
After 
o . J  
1 
As sho:...n by the c har · abo e j norbornene reacts the fastest 
followed by norbornadiene with 5-methylene-2-norbornene reacting the 
slowest. The reason for the high reactivity of norbornene compared 
to the others is somewhat obscure , but might be attributed to the 
localization of the electrons in the rr-bond. The oth
er two olefins 
, 
':.� 
-�4- -j: 
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each have two double bonds &D:l s ome , ctron delocalization may occur 
by lowering the energy o the gr"' ind s te Some other phenomenon 
aa.y also be taking place bet een he two .. ouble bonds in norbornadiene 
and 5-methylene-2-norbornene SD· tha.1� 1e 1f th strain energy is 
felt by their endo double rit: s .$ 
Norbornadiene re 5-� thylene-2-norbornene because 
of a. statistical fac t :r · tl � . ,  : t  l--�r.t hw � docyclic olefinio sites, 
either of which may N T .. ma . ene is also a slightly 
•ore strained olefin whi h ma. · eaus · ·t:, � e nl.te of electrophil ic addi-
tion to be enhanced over -'th.a ·. o.&- th' 5-m thylene-2-norbornene system. 
The ma.in poin is th.a � -�J e. · e · ... .:J2 :ra�e enhancement resulting 
froa participation of t e n "S l. "" tr ·�s:!.:� of ·��� other double bond 
during electrophilic atta.ck . \1:.ts � . pport s ·t e argument that the 
broaination proceeds h· ctly t< J o  ,aliz d 'bromonium ion (43) 
rather than a delocalize ca..'t'boniurn lon ( J.J.4) $ 1,hus , the principal 
4J 44 
rate factor in the broDLtnation reaction is the energy of the double 
bo th Stability of a possib
le carboniWI 
nd being attacked rather than e 
ion intermediate . 
EXPERI MENTAL 
The work reported he e iN. was done in residence at South Dakota 
State University, Brookings � S outh D k .ta . 
Descri tion of I nstrume ntat. 1�0J1 U se�d 
Infrared spec tra er . o i . �d on a ' Pe kin-Elmer Model ?00 
Infr�ed Spectrophotometei" · t e e n  od. .um chloride plates. All 
sample s  were l iquids and were . neat � 
Nuclear magnetic re sonar , e  spec r� ere obtained o n  a 60 
MHz Varian A-60A Spectromet er l t · g te r mt:. hylsil ane (TYlS) as an 
external standard .  The pLc tra are r ported or shown in delta 
(6 ) units (parts per mill i n ppm) . 
�ss spectra were run ' a. Va . ian CH-5 Doubl e Focusing Mass 
Spectrometer at the Un ver .. : 1 y o · W omi g, Laramie , Wyoming. 
Gas chroreatographs were run on a Beckman GC-2A equipped with 
an aluminum column packed · H,h 1 .5% SE- J  on 42-60 mesh Chromosorb P. 
Carbon-Hydrogen analys i s  on 1-Nethyl tricyclo [2 . 2 . 1 . 0] heptan-J­
one was run by Mi ss Marg Pearson at S outh Dakota State Univers ity, 
Chemistry De partment , Brook ings , S outh Dakota. 
!ormic Ac id Additicn s 1-Meth 1- "'-tr i c  cl o  2 2 1 0 he t 1 formate 
To 1 . 06 g ( 0 . 01 mol e )  of .5-methylene-2-norbornene in 10 ml 
of formic acid (ACS grade ) were added 0 . 25 g of boron trifluoride 
. etherate . The sol ution w�s stirred rapidl y for three hours at room 
.temperature , during whic h time it turned dark red. It was poured 
into 50 ml of water and the reduct as extracted with ether.  The . 
ether extracts were washed t . c e �ith s�turated sodium bic arbonate 
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solution,  cnce with water and �:ricd over nhydrous magnesium sulfate . 
Rote-evaporation of the so ven ' yle ,i.ded a wine-c olored l iquid . 
Infrared absorption �mct ...  :- p,. ·�ared at J060 (c-H of cyclopropyl ) ,  
1720 (C•O of forl1'.ate ) and · Ji' �' . �\ 1 (e·-0 of formate e ster ) . NMR 
peaks from a neat saraple occ x ..  e rt  at 7 ?Ob ( singlet, lH, formate 
hydrogen) ,  4.60o ( sing et � l H �  C ·3 � ing hydrogen) ,  and 1 . 126 ( singlet, 
3H, methyl hydrogens )  
107, loss o f  CH02 ) . 
Mass s� J c  ( "pare t peak, m/e 152 ) , P-45 (m/e 
Yield • 1. 84 g % Yield • 82% 
Spectra page s 82, bJ 
d.rochl or.ic Ac id Addi ti . .  1- ·'.e thvl- 1-c hi orotricvcl o  2 . 2 . 1 . 0  he tane �-·--�� 
A soluti on of 2 . 12 g ( 0 . 02 moles) of 5-methylene-2-norbornene 
. in 2Q. ml of 6N hydrochlor c a .... id. was stirred at room 'temperature 
for 18 hours . While the sol ution was stirred it changed fro� c olor­
less to dark reddish-brown . The solution was then extracted twice 
with ether and the ether extracts were washed repeatedly with c oncen­
trated bicarbonate solution, onc e with water, and dried over anhydrous 
lllagnesium sulfate . The ether was then roto-evaporated leaving a 
·:reddish-brown l iquid. 
Infrared bands at J060 (C-H of cycl opropyl ) and ?70cm-
l 
(C-Cl ) .  NMR s ignal s  fr m neat sampl e appeared at J . 856 (singlet, 
lH, C-J ring hydrogen ) and J 126 ( singlet, JH, methyl hydrogens) . 
Mass spec {pa.rent peak, m/e 14J) 
Yield • 1 . 84  g 
Spectra pa.g .. 84:; BJ 
Ethereal H o en C hl oride Add 
(2.2,1] heptene 
% Yield 65% 
Into a soluti on omposed of 1 . 06 g ( "' 01 mole ) of 5-methylene-
2-norbornene and 75 ml of . � )d iiethy �t�er as bubbled dry HCl 
gas, generated by adding c r ce i�rated s lf :Le ac id to sodium chloride 
and bubbled through c on<.:e r + .  ·· ted s l f  i acl.d , ·hen the ether 
solution was saturate wit.b HCl , t · oosaly toppered and stirred 
overnight. It  was then t1as hed ith wa er, washed repeatedly with 
saturated bicarbonate solution and once again with watero A£ter 
drying over anhydrous magnesium sulfate , the ether was roto-evaporated 
leaving a light yell ow l iqu_d prort uct.  
l � 
Infrared abs orption at JO?Ocm- (C-H of olefin ) and 1575cm 
C•C of endoc ycl ic olefin ) , A 11eat sample gave NMR peaks at 5 , 850 
(multiplet, 2H, endoc ycl ic olefinic hydrogens ) and 1 0 )86 ( singlet , 
)H, methyl hydrogens ) . 
Yield .. 0 , 79 g % Yield a 56% 
Spectra page s 86 , 87 
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Peroxyformic Acid Addition 1 
The procedure used was the same as that use.d by SchaeferlJ6 only 
the reac tion was reduced to /4 the am.ount used there . After drying 
the organic extrac ts , the s lver t -� s stripped off and the residue 
was distilled off under acuum Tw i 1 0. i ns were collec ted J the 
first portion was obtained froJ 50 .. .0 1 0° � at .5 mm and the sec ond portion 
0 from 70-105 C at 4 mm pr · .... 1 .,. :. .. • v t: 1 ::� '....s t:"  1 . bl tar remained in 
the reaction flask after th� d ,  .. ..  1 l o  •:.l n wa.s complete . Gas c hroma-
tography, using an S�-30 c o).um.n\" sh · we- t 1a the same two c ompounds 
made up the two portions nl y :L� , ffe . .  ent amounts .  Mass spec tral 
evidence showed one of the ccrnpo· 1d�·· to tLe formate ester with a 
pa.rent peak at m/e 1 52 ,  a P-2 p .  k from l oss of C O, and a P-44 
peak from the loss of co2 • G .  C ret tion times of an originally 
prepared sample of 1-methy 3-t l · cl o 2 9 2  L . O] he ptyl formate 
with this produc t varified i as being a formate ester. The other 
product gave a parent peak at l/e 124 along with a P�l 5  peak .  However, 
only very small P-1 , P-16,  and P-17 peaks were evident . G. C .  
retention time s suggest this product t o  be 1-methyltricyc � o  [2 . 2 . 1 . 0] 
heptan-3-ol . No N . M. R o or 1 . R. were run on the individual produc ts . 
2 . 2 .l he tene-2-sniro-2 ' -oxirane 
The formation of the euoxides was carried out in the same manner 
· as the method employed by Lumb and W hitham . 1 37 To 4 . 24 g of. 5-
aethylene-2-norbornene , 4. 0 g of potassium bicarbonate and 2 o 04 g 
of acetonitrile in 50 Itl. methanol was added 5 ml . of JO% hydrogen 
peroxide during a 10 minute tine perioi. The suspension was allowed 
to stir at room te :nperature for 22 hours before be ing heated to 
7:3 
0 40 C for J hours . After c ool in0 i .he solution was poured into 100 ml 
of water . Methylene c hloride 1� added t the milky water solution 
and the resulting mix ure was stirred " "i th a. stirring rod. The 
layers were separated and he orf· . c porti on was dried over anhydrous 
sodium sulfate . Roto-e aporat j on f t e olvent and a small amount 
of starting material yielded a yeLlo liquid which was found to · 
contain two epoxide s e  
Infrared bands at ) JOOv ( ··le f  nk and pox:y C-H) and 850cm-l 
{asymmetrical epoxy ring str t ,.  ling) Ii N · a sorption of a neat 
sample appeared at 5 . 900 (m t i  let, endocyc· i '  olefinic hydrogens ) 
and at 4. 75 and 4. 550 (t�o slng1 �tB,  � x  cyc l i c  olefinic hydrogens ) . 
Because the NMR spectrum showed - multiplet for the endocyclic 
olefins , it was assumed that no starting material w� present in the 
· . products. By cooparing the integration of the exo and endocyclic 
olefinic protons, a ratio of exo/endo poxide formation of 1/4 was 
observed. 
Yield • 1 .  33 g % Yield • 27% 
Spectra pages 88, 89 
Buffered Epoxidation s c l o  2 . 2 . !  he tane 
A solut ion of 2 . 12 g (0 � 02 mo· es) of 5-�ethylene-2-norbornene 
and 10.60 g of sodium arboii.ate · .; . 75 m. of methylene chloride was 
stirred rapidly at ro temp . a  .... ure du l g the addition of J . 44  g 
(0. 02 moles ) of m-chloroperoxy". "' '  _zo. r. n: 1C1 in small portions . After 
the addition was c o:npletcd , o.:bc11..t� · c  m:Lnut . s  the reaction vessel 
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was loosely stoppered and .... tir:re for L . n  4 hours a t  room temperature. 
The solution was then vac w .u1  f:H "" ... red ·f$hrough two fine-pore filter 
papers and the solid washed. wi t.l • c . ea�:i'i. met � 'l.ene chloride . The 
combined methylene c or:irl . a cl d .. .:J e·r·e \'3.f�h d t.wice with water and 
dried over anhydrous socti UJ! .-..t_lf'a & roma ic 1.mpuri ties l!ere 
present in the products afte - roto va poration Further washing 
failed to remove them. 'rhu · qui d pro� u lt1.° c  remained contained 
two epoxide products . 
Infrared absorption bands were found at ) JOOO (olefinic and 
epoxy C-H) and 850cm-l (asym1:ietrical epoxy ring stre tc hing) o NMR 
peaks from a sal'!lple of the eat product oc curred at 7. 70 and 7. 200 
(aromatic impurities ) , .5 · 956 (mul tiplet, endocyclic olefinic hydrogens) 
and at 40 75 and 4 . 556 (two singlets, exocyc ic olefinic hydrogens ) . 
Because the NMR spectrum sho·..ced a multiplet for the endocyclic 
olefins, it was as sumed that no starting material was pre sent in 
the products . By comparing t he integration of the e xo and endocycl ic 
olefinic protons , a ratio o� e xo/endo epoxide formation of 1/1 was 
observed. 
75 
Yield a l . JJ g % Yield • 54% 
Spec tra page s 90 , 91 
odine Monoc hl oride Addit i on s J..::9.!..k1..5?romethyl-3-Iodotricyclo [2 . 2 . 1 . 0] 
heptane 
A solution containing 1 . 80 g of · odine monochloride, 1 . 06 g 
(0 . 01 mole ) 5-m.ethyle e-2 .norb<:" ·netL n.1t . 2.) ml ac etonitrile was 
stirred for 5 hours at room ·tempe at . ��� Afte mixing with water, 
diethyl ether was added and tr - �{.L ... U ion was ashed repeatedly with 
5% sodium thiosulfate solud.on o A ight brown solution remained 
which was dried over anhyd ou �: nesJ u fate . .Soto-evaporation 
yielded a reddish liquid 
Yield a 1 . 60 g 
Spectra pages 92 9 ·  
-1 Infrared absorption t )065 C-H t'>f eye opropyl ) and 795cm 
(C-Cl ) . N MR  peaks of a neat sample oc :urred at 4. 316 (singlet, lH, 
_ C-3 ring hydrogen) , 4.180 ( s:nflet , l e 5H , exo methylene hydrogens) 
and J. 916 (singlet , o . 5H, e xo methyl.en ... hydrogens ) .  
Because the spectra showed_ se eral pr.o ucts to be present and 
becau�e we could not be certain which of the double bonds the 
electrophile had attacked, the iodo-chloride product was reduced 
to the iod.o-iodide by adding sodium iodide i n  acetone . The NMR of 
the resultant product showed no c hange in the downfield ring proton 
at 4. 310 but s howed a significant change in the o value at the exo­
methylene protons from 4.180 to 3. 910 . This showed that the initial 
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electrophilic attack of t e iodi e was at the endocyclic double bo·nd. 
The other products probably or ginated from some r
2 
impurity in the ICl 
sample used and some water in t e reaction solution . 
Dic hl orocarbene Addi io1 1 S-B��ycl�.JJ�2 l] heptene-2-spiro-1 ' -
A mixture c onsisting of ·_ . 9 , g (O , �l moles )  of sodium 
trichloroacetate , 1 . 06 g 0 . 01 oles )  of )-methylene-2-norbornene , 
10 ml perc hloroethylene , and 2 ml d.lg yme was refluxed :for 12 hours 
with stirring. The brown s l ution as th�n ashed repeatedly with 
water to extract the d. glyrue. �t he WcH· <:uil' ed. to the organic 
portion and it was dried over a4rihydrors magneC'.!ium c hl oride . Roto-
evaporation yielded a bro n l 'i  1. d product .  
Infrared bands at 3060 C-H of ol ef n a d cyclopropyl ring ) , 
1565 (C=-C of endocyclic ol fin) nd 910�m 1 ( ycl opropyl C-Cl ) . NMR 
absorptions of the neat prod 1ct occurred at 6 .100 (multiplet, 2H, 
endocycl ic olefinic hydrogens) and at 2 . 30 and 2 . 10 (two doublets, 
2H, cyclopropyl hydrogens ) 
Yield l . '56 g % Yield a 88% 
Spectra pages 94 , 95 
sis of 1-r"�eth 1- -tricvc1 o [2 . 2 . l . 'J  I heptyl formate s .!:: 
hentan- -ol 
heptyl formate was 
added 2 . 00 g of potassium hydroxide dissolved in 5 ml of ethanol . 
exothermic reaction took plac e ith the formation of a white sol id. 
After standing for about 15 minute �ith manual stirring, distilled 
water was added and the solution was cYtracted twice with two 25 ml 
portions of pentane . The �·nta! e exLacts were dried over anhydrous 
sodium sulfate , filtered, a· d r .  t ..,.e p r ted. A yellow liquid 
remained. 
Infrared abso p i.on n J �  �- , ��3 '; 1 ( 0= � s etch) , 3065 (C-H 
of cyclopropyl ) ,  14 0 and 1 Y+ 0-H �nilng) , 1060  (alcoholic C-0 
) -1 stretch and 800 cm (a� .. rm et ic<::d cyclori opyl ring stretching) . 
NMR peaks from a CCll� solut . .  on Jf t h �  �rod uct appeared at 4 .  956 
( broad singlet , lH, hydJ:oxyJ. h 'd ·�gE:n) 1. J, 90� ( si nglet, lH, C-) 
ring hydrogen) and 1 . 200 ( tJ:nglet JH !:l-'?thJ·l 1ydrogens) . _ 
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Oxidation of 1-Meth l tr:qyc1_o U,• 2:...1....9] 3�1 1-Methyltricyclo 
(2.2,1.0] heptan-3-one 
A solution of 3,63  0 of l-methy1tr cycle [2 . 2 . 1 . 0] heptan-J-ol 
in 18 ml of acetone was ct'ol e . to O 5°c in a. 100 ml )-necked flask 
equipped with a stirring bar� thcrm�meter, and dropping funnel with 
pressure equalizing ar . •  
The oxidation rea&cnt was prepared by dissolving 2 . 32 g Cr03 
in 3 ml distilled water . The beaker was im�ersed in an ice ba.th 
and 10 8  ml of c oncentrated sulfuric ac id was added cautiously with 
manual stirring followed by 6 ml of water. 
cooled to o-5°c . 
The solution was then 
th · a.ation reagent was When both solutions were c ool ed ,  e oxi 
d t the alc ohol solution Poured into the drop?ing funnel and adde 0 
with vigorous stirring at a rate to maintain the temperature of the 
reaction at about 20°c . dark g . en s lid formed in the reaction 
flask during the ad ition . The - 011  t··.o turned from c olorless 
to green t o  re d. After th::: add:· +.ion wa:1 c " mplete , the solution was 
stirred for two hours Sodium vis L ite s then added in small 
portions until the brown c o o� ir. the upper layer of the two layer · 
mixture turned l igr t g.cee.,. · ..  T \� la.y �.," · � e . eparated and the lower 
layer extracted with 6 � o J -6 ° petroleum ether. The ether 
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extract was added to the origil".· �  l ppr.\:t" 12�.yer. The l ower layer of that 
mixture was then separated and d e� tn th� or ginal lower layer. 
The combine d lower !aye �1 we n� w· sh;d. t ir -:. e  times with 6 ml portions 
of 30-60° petrole\L111 ther0 The �.xtract.s rere c o  bined with the 
first extract and wa ... hed :suc<.,escd.vely wi ti :wo 2 ml portions of 
saturated bicarbonate solut · n \J  :me 2 m..l por:t:io of saturated NaCl 
solution, and dried o ver an 1··drous .magne sium sulfate . Rote-evaporation 
left a yellow liquid. 
Infrared bands occurred at 3025 (cyclopropyl C-H) , 1 745 
(C•O stretc h )  and 812c -l (asym: etrical cyclopropyl ring stre tc h) . 
An NMR spec trum of the neat prod ct sholo ed an absorption at 1 . 406 
(singlet, JH, methyl hydrogens) . 
Analysis for c811_00 Found C , 78. 69 H, 8 . 20 
Cale . c , 78.65 H, B .25 
Sodium Borohydride Reduc tion of 1-Viethvltric clo - 2 . 2 . l . O  
,2!!!1 m..JLnd anti 1-�iethyl tricycle  [2,2,l . o  J heptan-J-ol 
i l [2 2 1 oj heptan- 3-one To a solution of o . 1 9  g of 1-me thyltr e ye 0 0 • • 
in 2 ml of methanol was added 0 01 g of sodium borohydride in small . 
portions . The temperature of the reac tion was maintained at room 
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temperature by the use o a ice roth�  Wr en the addition was c ompleted, 
more methanol was added and the 1.u ti  n was fil tered . It was then 
bolled for three min tes an p\ . .rred cvt�X crushed ice . When the 
ice had melted, the produc t fas a xt:rac-C. '�d i th ether. The ether 
extract was dried ove· a1 Y'�; 10� " ag· . .  (' .�: : um · fate and rota-evaporated. 
A yellow oil remained. 
I nfrared absorption · ' • rid� a. t.  JJl.�t ( O·"'F stretc h) , ;065 {cyc l o­
propyl C-H) , 1405 and lJlW (0- · H  bend i.?1 -� ,, J 6.5 (alcohol ic C-0 stretc h) , 
-1 ) and 80 5cm (asymmetrical eye_ <>pro}JY J, .c:tng c:·tretc h • NMR peaks from 
a cc14 solution of the product. .Jipea.r ·t at 3 706 ( singlet ,  l H, 
C-) ring hydrogen) , 2 . 880 · .  ngle , . H, bJ·d xyl hydrogen) , 1 . 220 
(singlet, JH, syn-me thyl byd.r·ogons) and l if, lJO ( singlet, JH, anti-
methyl hydrogens ) . 
Qxymercuration Addition s _?-(2;-�.&:j-t?icyclo [2 . 221] heptenyl ) 
methylmercuric ace tate 
A solution of 2 . 16 g ( 0 , 01 mole ) of mercuric oxide , 2o60  g 
.(0 . 01 mole ) of merc uric ac etate j c...nd 2 ol2 g ( 0 . 02 moles ) of 5-
methylene-2-norbornene in 75 ml of water was stirred at room 
temperature for JO hours . The sol ution was t hen roto-evaporated to 
- near dryne ss 
1
and extracted with e 't!°ly: ace tate . The brown l iquid 
was filtered from the s olid and all owed to evaporate . S pectral 
evidence showed the brown oil which reoained to be impure so it 
was extrac ted with ether and dried over anhydrous magnesium sul fate
. 
Roto-evaporati on gave a ye llow oil which c ontained the impure exo­
cycl ic addition product .  
I nfrare d absorption ban q showed 0-H stretching at JJ80cm-l 
olefinic C-H stretching at 30 50c.111""'1 w c- -c '\ 'Lyl C=O stretc hing at 
-1 . 1 700cm , and c-o stretchlne at 1025cl'I .L •  NMR peaks from a ac14 
solution of the produc t sl owed � -L . i let, for the two endocyclic 
olefinic hydrogens a.t 5 . 60 t ... .... d nt> . t for the acetate methyl group 
at 1 . 990 ,  and a singl t f or the hydroxy· hydrogen at 3 . 390 . 
Dichloroketene Addition t 5-B· s,yclo 2 2 1 heptene-2-spiro-3' -
2 '  
To a st irred mixtu1"'e f 1 9� g ( O ft OJ mol e s )  of activated zinc , 
20 ml of dried diethyl th r aml 2 . 12. g ( 0 02 ' · oles) of 5-methylene-
2-norbornene was added .ropwise at room te perature a solution 
containing 1 . 82 g (0. 01 moles ) of tric hloroacety chl oride in 10 ml 
of d:r:i�
_
d diethyl ether 0 Ai" er the ad.di tion was c omplete , the 
solution was stirred overnight � The e xt  morning the excess z inc 
·was removed and the filtrate was c oncentrated by roto-evaporation. 
The c oncentrated filtrate was then extracted with hexane which 
was then c oncentrate d . A reddish-brown l iquid remained which c on-
tained the impure produc t .  
Infrared absorptions were found at 3070 ( olefinic C-H stretch) 
-1 ) and 1845c m (C=O of c yc l obutanone • The NMR spec trum obtained 
from a CCl solution of the product showed peaks at 6 ° 150 (multipl et , 4 
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2H, endocyclic olefinic hydrogens) a.nd at J . 24 and 2 . 9.50 (two 
doublets , 2H, cycl obutano e hydroge ) 
Yield a 0 • 82 g % Yield m J8% 
Com e titive Kinet ic Stud 
Excess amounts of t o f  ... ha 1 .. fl s w re weighed out in DMF 
solvent . An aliquot of · hls .J.fi �;,kl!.rJ to us a reference for 
the unreacted material . I to u· e r mw · .ning DI"iF-alkene solution was 
added 10 ml of a prev ous1 .. � p·: ... pa "eu 0 $  �18M solution of N-bromo-
succinimide (NBS )  in MF wat� solvent " '1'he combined solutions 
were stirred at room tempe at. e fo:. apprcur ma ely JO minutes before 
the reaction was quenc hed t ater and �he unreacted alkenes 
extracted with ethe1: or cc: .4• IWR . · pec '·ra .:e ·e taken of the aliquot 
of unreacted alkenes and ·t.be ex.trac· ed alke ra s  eznaining after the 
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reaction. By c ompari ng ·t.he .. . lat e peak a.reas of the endocyclic 
olefinic protons from the alkenes before and after the addition, it 
was possible to de termine v.h ch of the alk ne s reacted faster relative 
to the other alkene . 
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